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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, August 21, 1947

jCharley Hickman,
Negro, Arrested
On Assault Charge
'

To Make Investigation

and Mrs Howard E Dav
w e e k

r.oendinU this
i ar N c w

HiSr. »'
• • •
y, and Mrs. L
f

and son,

W.

t

U 0

*A.i b.a?n y *

Boden-

Jimmy,

left

VLuy for Detroit, Mich.,
,they will visit relatives.

Removed From City For
Safe Keeping After Mob
Violence Threatened
Saturday

Feeling that ran high here
their daugh- during last weekend over an alSarah Leigh,
of Boston, leged attempt by an 18-year-old
are visiting his mother,
colored youth to attack Mrs.
Ethel Goodwin, HopkinsChappell
Cooper, 21, is "dying
stfeet, and other relatives
out," according to Mayor W. L.
Cash.
Rebecca Arnett is visiting
The threat of mob actfbn
here enroute
from
against
the youth, Charley HickLrton. D. C.,
and
New
reached a peak Saturday
t City to her home in Day- man,
, Beach, F l a .
,
.
when more than 200 persons,
» * •
many of them residents of Mrs.
m E Davis, Paducah. is spend- Cooper's community, gathered in
IthU week•with
here.
• relatives
•
Princeton, asking that Hickman
and Mrs J O Binkley be delivered to them, Mayor
fi(r5 Ira Hill, Detroit, Mich., Cash said.
Mrand Mrs. w. B. Binkley
The suspect was moved almost
IB G. Binkley. Mattoon, 111.,
visitors
of M r s . E.
R. /
—
I
n last week.
County Judge
Clyde O.
« •
•
Wood said Tuesday that he
and Mrs. F. G. Fancher
anticipated Hickman would
daughters, Shirley
and
waive a hearing on an asl and son. Sterling, visited
Cecil Smith. Mrs. Lowery
sault charge and await grand
ell and Miss Catherine
jury action at the October
er here• last
• •week.
27 session of Caldwell Circuit
Court.
iss Helen Brown, L e x i n g t o n ,
The county judge said that
lt i ,<- w e e k e n d with her par[ Mr and Mrs. E. R. Brown,
he had no official word that
; Main street.
the waiving of the prelimi • •
inary hearing would be made
„ ind Mr- J. B. Smith and
but said that he gained this
Iren Charles and Margaret,
Ld here this week from Baimpression from talking with
| Rouge. La. Mr. Smith will
county officers about the
•ployed bv his brother, Cecase.
Fimith, at Smith's FurniCircuit Judge H. F. S.
Tstore. # , .
Bailey of Madisonville will
and Mrs Lake Sedberry
preside at the opening of
Med to their home in Chithe court session in October.
f last weekend after spendLveral davs with his mother,
[C. A. Woodall, and family, immediately from the city, Chief
lefferson street.
• • «
of Police E. E. Jones reported,
. and Mrs. Orland Newsom but the community did not know
• children, Nadine and Doug- this and a large group assembled
Vrs. Sam Bowers. Mrs. MauI Meadows and son, Omery around the city jail. At one
t spent Sunday in Evans- time several of the men appear[ Ind. visiting La Verne New- ed at the home of Mayor Cash,
I and Mr. and Mrs. Emmett West „ Main. stieet. Later they
V They also visited Mesker
paraded to the residence of
bgical P a r k .
•
•
•
Chief of Police Jones.
.» Howard Rice
and son,
Chief Jones said a clash durspent last weekend with
ing
the night was "narrowly
| Milo Rector and Mrs. W i l Robison and son,
Jack averted". Hickman is chnrged
je in Paducah. Mrs. Robi- with attempted assault.
Iwhose home is in Chicago,
Mayor Cash, also a physician,
cipal of the North Shore
said a member of a "posse" of
200 was shot in the abdomen
A W. Helton, Delaware, Saturday night when the group
visiting her aunt, Mrs.
Goodwin,
Hopkinsville was searching for Hickman. He
identified the injured man as
Harold Oliver, 25, Farmersville.
and Mrs. Barney Jones
The shooting, Mayor Cash
I Mrs. J. D. Stephens and
(George, attended the wed- said, was reported to authorities
J of Miss Beth Adams and as an accident. Oliver was hurt
•Larry Cardwell, near Hick- at the home of Willis Hunter,
Sunday.
colored, when the group of men
went to Hunter's home seeking
Hickman. He is in a serious condition, Mayor Cash said.
Mayor Cash also reported that
Policeman Lonnie Croft arrested
Hickman in a cornfield and that
Iders Should Be
Hickman did not surrender as
previously reported.
feed Immediately
I Hickman was taken out of the
\ '47 Needs
county immediately and was not
e ranks high on the list of
in the jail when the crowd gathrvation needs in Caldwell
ered.
(y. W. P. Oldham, chairChief Jones said there are
jOf the county Agricultural
many variations of the story but
(rvation Committee,
said
he gives most credence to one
keek, and he urges farmwhich says a colored youth ap| place orders immediately
lime they will need this peared at Mrs. Cooper's residence
IA great deal of lime has on Groom's Lane Friday while
[spread on farmland in the she was peeling potatoes, askr during the last few years, ing for a drink of water. She
ham said, but points out gave him the drink. A few
st Kentucky land needs minutes later her radio in anevery four or five years other part of the house became
fP it from going "sour", loud suddenly. As she entered
a t much of the sour land the house a colored youth stepped from behind a door and
fver been limed.
threatened her. Mrs. Cooper
«n types of soil-saving
struck at the intruder with a
I are approved for the
paring knife. He drew a knife
[Agricultural Conservation
»>. and Mr. Oldham said and slashed her hands. The intruder, Jones said he was told,
I S1 * of these practices are
virtually every farm also threatened Mrs. Cooper's
small baby but ran out of the
[county.
house and across a field when
Pe '947 practice allowance
Mrs.
Cooper, screamed
and
per only a small part of
fought and attracted the attenwvation needs, ChairPoints out that more tion of a passerby, Cliff Parker,
htion can be obtained by also colored.
Parker, he added, ran to Mrs.
' Planning to include pracrescue as the youth
nost needed on each indi- Cooper's
disappeared.
I farm.
Mrs. Cooper, suffering from
I ' of practices approved
shock
and knife wounds, spent
1947 Kentucky Agricullast
weekend
at Princeton Hosponservation program in-

Sponsored By Veterans
Of Foreign Wars; Cash
Prizes, Trophies And
Ribbons To Be Awarded

.it (ig) Hugh Goodwin, Jr.,
Goodwin

Exhibitors
from
Caldwell
county and surrounding towns
will
place
their outstanding
horses in the show ring here
September 1 and 2, to compete
for trophies, cash prizes and
ribbons offered in the Caldwell
County Horse Show, sponsored
by the Veterans of Foreign Wars.
The show will take place at
Wonderland Farm,
owned by
Mrs. Alice Denham, located 1V4
miles south of Princeton on Eddyville Road, Highway 62.

and

jiham Urges Use
lime This Fall

applying limestone to
M. applying phosphate to
and grasses, establish:trT cover crops
(small
l nr winter legumes), esP* or improving perman|'ure' constructing stockld»n* and ponds, conP traces or diversion
} establishing permanent
r'fnvays, draining land
Q w ditches, planting

Dital.

Dr. George S. Watson
To Preach Here Sunday

Dr. George S. Watson, Louisville, will preach at the Central
Presbyterian
Church
Sunday
morning in the absence of the
pastor, the Rev. David W. Schulherr, a member of the official
board announced Tuesday. Union services will be held there
; and harvesting s p e c Sunday night, with the Rev. Tom
1 o f legume seed*.
W. Collins preaching. ,

Caldwell County
Horse Show To
Be Held Sept. 1-2

Maj. Gen. Ira T. Wyche, the
army's inspector
general,
boards a plane at Boiling Field
in Washington (Aug. 18) to fly
to Italy to investigate the morale of troops under Lt. Gen.
John C. H. Lee, commander
of the Mediterranean theater.
(AP Wirephoto)

Rev. J. L. McGee
Addresses Rotary

Club Will Be Entertained
At Picnic This Afternoon
By Kiwanians

At
Tuesday night's Rotary
meeting, the Rev. J. L. McGee
spoke on "Shall We Have War
with Russia?" The club voted to
give a donation to the Caldwell
County 4-H Club exhibit in the
Slate Fair, and Gordon Lisanby
and Elwood Cook were given
pins for perfect attendance for
the last two yeari It was also
announced by the president,
Mark Cunningham, that Princeton's Rotary ranked llrst in the
district for perfect attendance in
•Juiy.
Guests were
R. L. Wilcox,
James Harned and Prof. R. A.
Belt,
all of Dawson Springs;
Alex Wilson, Nashville, Tenn.;
and R. C. Tuck.
Kiwanians will entertain Rotary members
this afternoon
(Thursday) at 5:30 o'clock with
a picnic at Satterfield Bottom.
John Mahan and Edwin Lamb
are in charge of arrangements,
and entertainment will include
a horse shoe game.

Sunday Union Services
At Central Presbyterian
Rev. Tom W. Collins, pastor of
the First Christian Church, will
bring to a close a series of union
services Sunday night, Aug. 24,
at the
Central
Presbyterian
Church. Topic of his sermon will
be "How Large Is Your Church?"
Mrs. John McLin and Mrs. Henry
Sevison will bring a special
message in songs. Plans are being made for a union communion
service to be held at the First
Christian Church, Sunday, Aug".
3i; with a joint choir composed
of singers from the churches
that took part in the union services. The choir will be under
the direction of K. V. Bryant.

Paducah Golfers Defeat
P'ton Here Sunday
With Tommy Whittemore setting the pace with a sub-par
brand of golf that enabled him to
conquer
Sam Koltinsky, Jr.,
Princeton's top-ranking player,
the Paxton Park golf team, Paducah, defeated the Princeton
Country Club squad 23 to 16 in
a dual match here Sunday afternoon.
Whittemore overcame a threehole deficit to whip the hotshooting Koltinsky, who birdied
the first two holes and wa6
three under Jpar after eight
holes. Whittemore, going over
par only once all afternoon,
shot 36-35-71
and
Koltinsky
34-38-72.
Whittemore's victory
margin was gained on the final hole when Koltinsky missed
a short putt.
Princeton Girl Injured
In Automobile Wreck
Miss Katherine Lewis, 1ft,
Princeton, Route 3, and Louard
Barnes, 17, of Dawson Springs,
are in a Hopkinsville hospital
following an automobile accident,
it w a s
reported
Wednesday
morning.

/

Only bad weather can prevent
thfs year's event being an outstanding affair, a member of the
sponsoring committee said Wednesday. The two rails, inner and
outer, have been erected and
box seats and numbering individual seats have been built,
readying the field for the horse
show. Tickets are on sale at
Denham's Jewelry Store.
Monday afternoon's show from
1 to 4 o'clock will feature the
halter ring, under the direction
of Mr. Wylie Jones and Alvin
Lisanby. First, second, third and
fourth prizes will be awarded
winners for the following classes
under halter: Best saddle mare
and hotse or filly colt by side;
best saddle horse or filly, 1 year
and under; best saddle horse or
filly, 2 yr. and under 3; best
mare and mule colt by side; best
mule colt, 1 yr. and under 2;
best mule, 2 yr. and under 3;
best mule, any age; best pair
mules, any age; best stallion,
any age; best model animal, any
age.
*
Classes to be shown in Monday night's session are: Model
class, local, adj. Co.; Jr. Tenn.
Walking, 3 yrs. and under, stallion, mare, geld.; Jr. five gaitro,
open 4 years and under; three
gaited, open sheared mane and
tail; five gaited,
combination;
Tenn. walking, mare, gelding;
five gaited, Caldwell and adjoining counties, novice, no set tail
required, pleasure class;
fine
harness, pony; five gaited, open;
Roadster under saddle.
Tentative plans are being made
for a mule pulling contest and
mule races to be held Tuesday
afternoon by V.F.W. ? members.
Tuesday night's program will
conclude the event with the following entries: Model class, open,
trophy;
Tenn. walking stake,
trophy; fine harness, open stake,
trophy; three gaited, stake, trophy; boy or girl rider, under
16, trophy;
five gaited pony;
plantation horse, Caldwell and
adjoining counties; five gaited
stake, trophy; roadster to bike.
Ponies and other entertainment
will be provided for children,
an official said.
Ribbons and trophies are on
display at DenhaAi's Jewelry
Store.

4-H Members To
Have Exhibit Here
Prizes Will Be Furnished By Chain
Store Group

Caldwell county 4-H members
will have an exhibit here August 27-September 3, it is announced this week by Miss Wilma Vandiver, home demonstration agent. Members who have
completed the required 4-H work
since September, 1946, are eligible to place an entry in this exhibit, and entries should be in
the Extension office at the courthouse by August 26, Miss Vandiver said.
Five rings will be open in
clothing with prizes for the first
and second places in each ring,
Miss Vandiver said, with the following divisions in each ring:
towel and pot holder, apron,
school costume (dress and slip),
sleeping costume (pajamas and
housecoat), and party costume.
In the canning division, there
will be rings for the first four
units and any member may enter the open class with a quart
of string beans, a pint of carrots and a pint of corn.
In the hojfK^tfrfprovement exhibit, a booklet or record is required with each exhibit. Miss
Valdiver said.
All entries will be judged and
placed in looal store windows.
Prizes will be furnished by the
Princeton Chain Store group, of
which Merl H. Drain is president.
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SOAP BOX DERBY WINNER

Clifton And Oldham
Are Reelected To
E. D. F. T. Posts

Downing Issues
Football Call To
Local Aspirants

At a recent meeting of directors of the Eastern Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association at
Springfield, Tenn., C. J. Clifton,
50 Boys Expected To
Kuttawa, was reelected as director from the fifth district and W.
Report For Conference
P, Oldham, Princeton, was reAt Butler Friday
elected as advisory committeeMorning
man.
Butler's football coach, H. J.
Both Mr. Clifton and Mr. Oldham have held these posts for "Tip" Downing is issuing a call
several years and were reelected to all prospective candidates for
this year's grid squad to meet
without opposition.
him in the school gym Friday
morning, August 22, at 9 o'clock,
for a conference. They will be
given medical examinations and
issued uniforms. Practice will begin Monday, August 25, the
coach said.
Rodeo To Be Feature
Coach Downing said he expectOf 3-Day Entertainment, ed to gain some heavier material for this year's squad.
Sept. 11, 12, 13
Last year's lettermen who have
A three-day stock show, fair
and horse show will be present- returned for this year's grid
are
Bill
Cartwright,
ed September 11, 12 and 13, at battles
Fredonia, Post 103, American Othelle Gray, Jack Kercheval,
Legion sponsoring the
event, Bill Lubben, C. W. Martin, Don
with a rodeo the entertainment Morgan, A. C. Nuckols, Jr.,
feature of each day's program, Louard Pinnegar, Douglas SkinKenny Holmboe, 14, of Charlestown, W . Va., displays
ir. is announced this week. The ner and Louard Williamson. The
his victory smile (Aug. 17) after winning the 10th anrodeo will be presented after- team will lose Jim Franklin,
nual Soap Box Derby at Derby Downs in Akron, Ohio. noon and night, beginning Thurs- Presley Fraley, Bill Mays and
First prize was a four-year college scholarship. The derby day night, and will also be shown Bill Walker by graduation and
Sunday afternoon.
two of last year's players have
was witnessed by 75,000 spectators. ( A P Wirephoto)
Thursday, Sept. 11, will be been ruled ineligible,
Coach
150 World W a r II Medals devoted to dairy and beef cat- Downing said. Billy Pettit, who
tle, in charge of Floyd Jones; recently
returned
from
the
To Be Distributed Here
Friday morning
to hogs,
in Army, is also a prospective canSgt. Bert Leiber, local Army charge of Charles Wilson; Fri- didate.
recruiter, announced this week day afternoon, to a horse show,
This year, a captain will be
thai" a shipment of 150 victory in charge of Kelsie Tudor; Satappointed
for each game and
High School Enrolees
and defense medals have been urday morning to mules, and
at the close of the season an
Saturday
afternoon
to
an
air
Tt> Report Monday, Tues- received in the local recruiting
office at the courthouse, and will show and rodeo. The Legion is honorary captain will be elected
day, Aug. 25, 26
carnival con- by members of the team, Coach
be distributed among World War also to operate
Downing said.
Registration of all high school II veterans. Sergeant Leiber said cessions.
pupils begins at Butler High, that he would begin issuing these
Games scheduled start SepHandiwork and "live-at-home"
Monday, Aug. 25,
for classes medals today, and all applica- displays will also be shown.
tember 19, with the Tigers vying
which begin Tuesday, Sept. 2, tions are to be made in person.
Cash prizes, trophies and first, with Murray here; September
Supt. L. C. Taylor said this
A member of his family may second and third place ribbons 26, Franklin-Simpson at Frankweek.
apply for medals belonging to will be given to winners of each lin; October 3, Madisonville at
Seniors, those having 11 or deceased soldiers. Sergeant Lei- exhibit, it is announced.
Madisonville; October 9, Mormore units, will be registered ber added that the name of the
Malcolm Blackburn is presi- ganfield here; October 17, Provfrom 8 to 12 o'clock, Monday, local recruiting office has been dent of the Fair
and Jimmy idence at Providence; October
Aug. 25; juniors, 7 to 10% units, changed to U. S. Army and Air Landis and Charles Brockmeyer, 23, Mayfield here; November 7,
1 to 4 o'clock, Monday aft- Force Recruiting Station since Jr., are in charge of advertising Sturgis here; November 14, Fulernoon; soptfomores, 3 to 6% the Unification Bill, recently publicity.
ton at Fulton; and November 27,
units, from 8 to 12 o'clock, Tues- passed by Congress.
Proceeds will go toward re- Marion at Marion.
day, Aug. 26; and freshman, 2V4
tiring the debt on the Legion
Coach Downing, who will be
units or less, from 1 to 4 o'clock,
home at Fredonia.
assisted by Johnny Hackett, basTuesday afternoon.
ketball coach and physical inSeventh and Eighth grade pustructor, said he expected 50
Colored
Trio
Arrested
pils will repor\ to Butler High
boys to report for conference
On Car Theft Charges
at 8:30 o'clocl Tuesday mornFriday morning.
ing, September ff, for room asThree colored men, charged
Mrs. Godfrey Childress with car theft, were arrested
signments.
Clifton Clift, county superinlast week in Lyon county by
Will Be Narrator
tendent, said Wednesday that
Police Chief E. E. Jones and PaFor Event
county school bus6es would protrolman Lonnie Croft and were
Final rehearsal for the local lodged in the Caldwell county
vide transportation August 25
and 26 for county pupils who style show will be held tonight jail.
will register in the City schools. (Thursday) at 7:30 o'clock, a
Pclice Chief Jones identified
Eating And Sleeping
Superintendent
Taylor said member of a committee in charge the men as Willie Faulkner, Bob
Quarters For Tourists
Wednesday that an attempt would of arrangements said Tuesday. Leavell, and John Bumphus.
Must Be Provided
The trio is accused of stealing
be made to keep the same boun- The show, jointly sponsored by
(By ASSOCIATED PRESS)
dary line in the city as last year the Booklovers Club and local automobiles from Edward BlackGilbertsville,
Aug. J8 — Eeburn,
Tom
Bell
and
Robert
Cavready-to-wear
merchants,
will
be
to determine
where the first
graders would attend, and that presented at Butler High School anah, Princeton. The automo- fore' the Kentucky Lake area
can capitalize on its recreational
Eastside school rooms
would Auditorium Friday night, with biles have been recovered.
resources, more attractive places
have alphabetical
arrangement 85 local models representing loto
eat and sleep must be developfor this group. Mrs. Virgil Nu- cal stores* Wood Bros, announc- Milk Prices Up A Cent
ed, Chairman Gordon R. Clapp,
chols will be manager of the ed this week they would particiof the Tennessee Valley Authorischool lunchroom, and Ewin pate in the show and their mod- Here Sat., Aug. 16
Milk prices advanced a cent ty, said here tonight.
Smith will be caretaker as East- els would be Billy McConnell,
a quart here Saturday, B. T.
In an address prepared for deside.
Billy Cartwright, Billy Robin- Daum, proprietor of the Princeson, Bill Mays, Fred Taylor, ton Cream and Butter Co., said livery to the East Side PromotHouston Hatler, Richard Mor- Tuesday. Mr. Daum said the rise ers Club, Clapp asserted that
Rev. McGee To Speak
T. V. A. is pushing ahead its
gan, Allan Wood and Jack Ker- was due to farmers' high cost
At Michigan Conference
earmarking of shoreline areas for
cheval.
of dairy feed. Buttermilk is the
The Rev. J. Lester McG^,
orderly disposition of sites vital
only type of milk that remains
Owners of the local beauty
pastor of the Ogden Memorial
to the industrial and recreational
the same price.
Methodist Church, will leave for parlors announced they would
development of the region.
Albion, Mich., Sunday, following present three models showing
He discussed the impetus givregular services here, to attend latest fashions in hair styling.
en to industry by the new naviMrs. Godfrey Childress, Vala three-day session of the Nagation channel created by Giltional Conference of Secretaries halla, N. Y., will be narrator
bertsville Dam and its 186-mileof
Evangelism
of
Methodist for the event, with Mrs. Ralph
long reservoir stretching across
Churche6, at Albion College._He Randolph in charge of commitKentucky and Tennessee. And
Truman Dislikes Action
will speak to the conference tees for arrangements.
he added:
Thursday morning on "The ValProceeds will go to the Cald"In planning the use of lands
By Congress But
ue of the Upper Roor." The min- well County Memorial Hospital.
bordering the reservoir, T. V. A.
Signs
Bill
ister will return to Princeton in
has always recognized that the
(BY ASSOCIATED PRESS)
time for all services at the local Return From Vacation
Washington .— President Tru- right of the general public to
church on the following Sunday.
Misses Virgina and Mary Dan- man has signed legislation killing permanent access to the lake
cie Hodge, Mr. S. D. Hodge, Jr., all controls on installment buy- front should be preserved. Public
funds bought these shore lines
and Mr. S. D. Hodge, Sr., have ing Nov. 1. 1947.
First Christian To Have
and built these lakes. There
The
president
said
he
regretted
"Back To School" Service returned from an extended trip that congress did not follow the should always be places along
through
parts
in
Tennessee,
.
. ,
.
. . . . . , p a r i a
xeiuiessee,
the shore where the 'n^-trespass*
A special service will be held N o r t h C a r o l i n a > Virginia, West recommendation pf the federal
Sunday morning, Aug. 31, at the Virginia and Kentucky. They reserve board and of the coun- sign will never go up to face
'
First
Christian
Church,
the visited Great Smoky MountSins cil of economic advisers "by en- the general public."
Rev. Tom Collins announced National Park, the Biltmore es- acting legislation to provide for
Tuesday. All school authorities tate, near Ashville, N. C., Kitty continuing as long as necessary
Saturday Service At
who are members of the church Hawk, Roanoke Island, Natural regulation of consumer credit as
VA
Offices Ended
as well as all students who are Bridge, The Hermitage,
Old a means of helping to promote
Saturday service at Veterans
members of the Sunday School Kentucky Home and other points economic stability."
Administration contact offices
or church are urged to attend of interest.
Mr. Truman had asked for
throughout Kentucky will be disthis "back to school" service.
specific peacetime authority to
continued effective August 23, it
The "Vesper Singers," a choir
regulate the American institution
New Recruiter Here
is announced at the VA Regional
composed of high school stuT/Sgt. Carl A. Gunkel, who known as the "easy payment Office in Louisville. Under the
dents, will sing. Miss Dean Stalhas been in the Army 10 years, plan," as a bulwark against in- new schedule, contact service for
lins and Mr. Jimmie Boren will
has been assigned to the local flationary tendencies.
the Kentucky veterans and their
have solo parts in an anthem.
But congress, instead, sent dependents will be available five
Army recruiting staff, Sgt. Bert
Mr. Collins' message will stress
Leiber, officer in charge, said him a bill intended to force an days a week, Monday through
the importance of education in Wednesday. Mrs. Gunkel is a end to the credit curbs in three
Friday. The VA offices previousthe present day.
former Pri'ncetonian.
months.
ly were open until noon on SatIn a statement criticizing the urday.
In I. C. Hospital
Will Attend Football Game legislation the president sakl:,
The condition of
Hampton
"It is unfortunate that the On Buying Trip
Rumsey Taylor, Jr., Bill LavHobby, I. C. Railway employe, erty, B. M. Stone and Bill Brown congress did not provide for re- , Mrs. Ree I. Englehardt left
who received an eye injury last 'left Wednesday for Chicago, straints on over-expanfcion of Sunday for St. Loui«, where she
week while on duty, is improved, where they will attend the na- installment credit In order to is buying fall and winter merit was reported Wednesday. He tional College All-Star football diminish Inflationary pressures chandise for Federated Stores.
is at the I. C. Hospital. Padticah. game Friday.
arising #rom this course."
"J •
She will return home today.
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Fredonia To Have
Fair, Horse Show

Registration Of
Pupils Scheduled

N

Final Style Show
Rehearsal Tonight

Clapp Says Lake
Area Needs Hotels

mi

Controls On Credit
Buying Ends Nov. 1
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A Tragic Omen Appears
In The Jew-Arab Conflict
No Incident in the conflicts of a troubled world brings more heartsickness than
the outbreak of violence between Jews
and Arabs in Palestine. The solution of
an ancient problem for which the civilized
and humane world has hoped seems to
have been farther removed. Perhaps the
solution is being rendered impossible.
For by these bitter clashes, the riots and
massacres, headstrong militants of Zion
are likely to be drawing into opposition
a force with potentialities for destruction
of them and all their dreams of a homeland. It is the Moslem world, amid which
they sojourn as on an island, that they
are fighting.
One of the stock claims of Zionists has
been that they can get along with the
Arabs. This has been their answer to
the argument that if they were left alone
— i f , that is, Great Britain would withdraw and leave the matter to natural and
human adjustment among neighbors —
everything would work out all right. Yet
the news tells that Jews, in an incredible
and suicidal recklessness, are transferring
their hostility to the Arab neighbors upon whose good will and co-operation the
hopes of Zion necessarily must rest. An
illusion is being shattered.
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It is not enough to resort to the doctrinaire argument that when there is
Arab-Jew conflict, the trouble has been
insidiously incited by the British, setting
group against group in a policy of divideand-conquer. The turn of world events
makes it plain that the British stay in
Palestine will be temporary. Even if Britain's idea has been to hold in Palestine
a beach-head of empire, the institution

of empire itself is crumbling. But the
Arabs will remain, because this is but a
small area in the dominion of Islam,
which stretches from Morocco to India
and down into Malaya. It is foolhardi-'
ness beyond belief that Jews of Palestine
by their bombs and bullets should breach
the dike of neighborly relationships and
make way to a flood which will engulf
them.
Nobody supposes, of course, that responsible leaders of Zion have anything
to do with the conflicts, or that they are
but sick with despair.
The Palestine
Government officially insists that the
riots are only disconnected incidents, a
disturbance natural when races crowd
side by side. But dispatches tell of something more ominous.
In the words of
one of these, by The United Press, a message is believed to have been sent from
the exiled Grand Mufti in Cairo, "urging
Arabs not to let themselves be drawn
into racial strife before Arab leaders give
the signal."
What signal? For another tragic pogrom, perhaps the ultimate one? No outside force may rescue the Jews of Palestine from d u s t e r , perhaps none would
undertake to "t^T under the circumstances,
if this fomenting of Arab fury continues.
It has become plain that nothing will
save the dram of a homeland except forbearance, order and responsibility among
the Jews themselves.
Nothing else will
vindicate the sympathy which the dream
has evoked all over the world. Even partition would come too late at this pace
of conflict,' no matter who is to blame.
(The Courier-Journal)

Churchill And Bryan Leaders
On Two Continents
Winston Churchill's power to sway audiences in Britain matches that of the
late William Jennings Bryan in America.
Churchill is an aristocrat. Bryan was a
commoner. Descendants of English families founded hundreds of years ago follow Churchill.
Enthusiastic Bryanites
were many of them the common people.
Churchill knows the exact word to fit
into the pattern of his speech.
Bryan
relied more on the temper of the multitude before him.
Churchill's voice is
carried around the world by radio. Bryan could be heard by acres of people with
jio mechanical aids to widen the range of
his delivery.
Churchill belongs to the
ruling class, Bryan projected himself
from platforms into the heart of the public. Churchill in his seventies is still a
mighty factor when controversies rage.
Bryan died the summer after his 65th
birthday anniversary, after a verbal battle with Clarence Darrow.
Britons refuse to disown Churchill, defeated though he was by the Attlee leadership of the Labor party.
Americans
clung resolutely to Bryan while declining
to send him to the White House. Churchill admit&Jie loves the good things in
life, and never acclaims himself a paragon of personal purity. Bryan lived in
Spartan simplicity, holding himself aloof
from habits others formed and retained.
Rich food and fine wines are enjoyed by
Churchill. Bryan was a heavy eater, but
a total abstainer from intoxicants. Churchill's prolific pen keeps pace with his
ready wit and sharp, compelling sentences.
Bryan's strength lay in the persuasive
power of his voice under the spell of
which strangers were led captive, and
veteran adherents confessed their idolotrous devotion to him.
Churchill is a
candidate for reinstatement with promises
of winning. Bryan failed repeatedly but
was a winner.

Churchill ran the gamut of soldier, author, publicist. Bryan's only experience
in uniform was during the summer of
1898 when he commanded a Nebraska
regiment in the Spanish-American war.
Churchill won renown as a cabinet minister, staunchly defending programs not
always best for his people. Bryan was
Secretary of State in the first Woodrow
Wilson administration, parting with his
chief over a question of policy. Churchill's oratorical fire flames brightest in
defending himself in office. Bryan's was
most magnificent when presenting himself a candidate for the presidency, as in
his Cross of Gold speech at the Chicago
convention in 1896, when the comparatively unknown young man of 36 overwhelmed older and better trained aspirants. Churchill's
commanding
tactics
were more in evidence when he captained
the hosts of war. Bryan's when he plead
for peace.
Churchill speaks to millions.
Bryan,
the magnetic master of assemblies, could
be heard only by thousands.
Churchill
has never learned the art of mingling
with the masses. Bryan was in his element when in campaigns he made dozens
of speeches in one day. Churchill's classic periods and shining sentences were
prepared by practice.
Bryan spoke as
one inspired, and men and women became delirious under the spell of his
words.
Churchill has lost none of his
princely presence when facing an audience. Bryan died within hours of his last
great appeal to the public. Churchill recently rallied a Tory group to enthusiastic
acceptance of his candidacy at the next
election to parliament. Bryan was called
a perennial aspirant for political honors,
but gained only two terms in the lower
house of Congress. Churchill is still a
giant. Bryan was for 29 years. •
(The Owensboro

Messenger)

nounced that during the month of August
it must raise $385,251 to meet its $12
million goal for the 1946-47 fiscal year.
This money will be spent for research
in America's scientific centers, for fellowships for outstanding young medical
minds, and for all the weapons that Humanity and Science can turn against . . .
"the cruelest killer of them all" . . .
cancer.
It seems to us that this desperate fight
is worthy of all the popular support that
can be mustered. Cancer kills one in
eight persons.
Statistically, it claims
one life from every two families . . . yours
or your neighbors'. Of the approximately 700,000 cases in the United States,
about 184,300 will die this year.

The true tragedy of this situation lies
in the fact that while the number of
deaths from cancer has been growing
steadily, 50 percent of those stricken cannot be saved until new discoveries are
made. Perhaps even more tragic is the
knowledge that another 25 percent will
die although they could be saved by early
diagnosis and treatment.
W e feel a fitting memorial to the cancer dead is a contribution to this fund
which seeks to do so much for the living.
And we suggest that those who have a
dime or a dollar to spare send it at once
to the nearest Cancer Committee office
or mail it directly to the American Cancer Society, 47 Beaver Street, New York
4, New York.
Let's meet this year's cancer control
goal.
(The Journal-Enterprise)
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India became two independent dominions in ceremonies
at Karachi (1), capital of Pakistan and at New Delhi (2),
seat of Hindu government. Rioting continued at Lahore
(3) while at Calcutta (4) Mohandas Gandhi was greeted
by rock throwing demonstrations. An Indian government
spokesman said most of Princely states have joined Hindu
India with only a few states (white area) undecided.
Kashmir, Hyderabad and Northwest Fronter are largest
of undecided states. Others are Indore ( A ) , Bhopal ( B ) ,
Khairpur (C) and Bahawalpur (D). British Information
service reports Kalat state in Buluchistan (black area)
has voted to remain independent. ( A P Wirephoto)

Pennyrile Postscripts ByG.M.p.
("He Who Never Quotes is
Never Quoted" . . . Postscripts
is made up this week of pertinent quotes of the day, some in
humorous vein)
*

Memorial To Cancer Dead
The American Cancer Society has an-

What It Means:

THE NEW INDIA

•

*

Career girls, when they're badly
harried,
Think perhaps they should have
married.
Married girls, reduced to tears.
Regretfully regard careers.
—Rod
* Maclean
*
•in Collier's
Here is a definite feminine trait
Clearly worth the knowing:
When a woman says, "It's time
to go,"
It doesn't mean she's going.
—Philip
• Lazarus
•
* in Liberty
If he can remember so many
jokes,
With all the details that mold
them,
Why can't he recall with equal
skill,
How many times he's told them?
—Lee Arvin in Post Scripts:
A Collection of Humor from The
Saturday Evening Post (Whittlesey)

•

•

•

According to Sydney Herbert
Wood, retiring Principal Assistant Secretary of the British Ministry of Education, the three acid
tests of an "educated man" are:
Can you entertain a new idea?
Can you entertain another person?
Can you entertain yourself?
—Time

•

*

*

If it's very painful for you to
criticize your friends, you're safe
in doing it. But if you take the
slightest pleasure in it, that's

the time to hold your tongue.
—Alice Duer Miller in Woman's Day
*

•

•

One of the greatest labor-saving inventions of today is tomorrow.
—Vincent T. Foss
•
*
*
Deft definitions: Courtesy is
the quality that keeps a woman
smiling when a departing guest
stands at the open screen door
and lets the flies in . . . Automobile—a guided missle . . . .
Fashion—something that goes out
of style as soon as most people
have one.
—Sylvia Strum Bremer
*
*
•
"A man may smile and bid
you hail,
Yet wish you with the devil;
But when a good dog wags his
tail
You know he's on the level."
(Corbin Tribune)
*
*
*
He did not hear the traffic cop
But raced ahead, pell-mell,
So the doctor told the sexton
And the sexton tolled the bell.
•—Author
*
• at Large.
My Lady, be wary of Cupid
And list to the lines of this
verse;
/
To let a fool kiss you is stupid,
To be fooled by a kiss is
worse.
•

*

•

The studio audience, warmed up
now,
Whoop and give out cheers
While the rest of us by our radio
Mope and burst into tears.
—J. A. S.

Com Price Vs.
Meat Supply
By Alexander R. George
Washington — Smaller meat
supplies are in prospect for next
year as a result of the high
price of corn.
Government livestock experts
also say that if consumer demand continues strong, meat
prices are likely to be higher
in 1048 because of the shortened
supply.
High prices for corn tend to
reduce the future meat supplies
because many corn (rowers figure they can make more money
by selling their corn than by
feeding it to hogs and cattle.
Farmers, particularly those in
the corn belt, keep a sharp eye
on the hog-corn price ratio.
This ratio means, generally
speaking, that when the market
price of 100 pounds of hogs is
less than the price of 11.5 bushels
of corn, hog feeding falls off and
corn selling increases. This 100
pounds of hogs to 11.5 bushels of
corn is the "signal" for less feeding of corn in normal times,
when most hog-feeding farmers
are efficient and experienced
operators.
However, the big increase in
the demand for meat during the
war and postwar period brought
a large number of inexperienced
hog producers into the business.
Many of these newcomers figure
it pays to stop or reduce cornfeeding when the price of 100
pounds of hogs is less than the
price of 13 bushels of corn.
A Department of Agriculture
market observer recently estimated that 100 pounds of hogs
were bringing in money equivalent to only 10.2 bushels of corn.
Corn prices increased considerably after that computation was
made.
While prospective reduction in
livestock feeding indicates smaller meat supplies next year,
butcher shops probably will be
heavily stocked in the coming
fall and winter months. There
has been a record slaughter of
cattle and calves this year, and
an increased output of pork is
indicated for this summer and
fall.
The Bureau of Agricultural
Economics says this year's huge
slaughter of cattle and calves
will result in a sharp reduction
in the number of these animals
on farms. Cattle feeding in 1948
probably will be below the high
rate of this year. As a result,
says the bureau, beef and veal
output is expected to be reduced
next year.
However, food supply observers say that even if meat output
is reduced as much as 18 pounds
a person next year, it will not
necessarily
mean "a
critical
shortage" except possibly for
those who do not have the
money to buy meat.
The average consumption a
person for the years 1935-1939
was 125.6 pounds,
almost 28
pounds less a person than this
year's, estimated average of 153
poUnds. This year's -consumption
is said to be the largest in 35
years.

Washington
Letter .
SAYS NO ONE ASKS
SOLONS TO SAVE
By Jane Eads
Washington — Rep. Katharine
St. George of New York thinks
Congress has done a pretty good
job, but she's "more and more
convinced that the rank and file
of the people of the country are
not interested in economy."
This is most apparent in the
mail she receives, she says.
"People are always writing in
asking for something and begging that appropriations not be
cut in various things. They are
always thinking of ways for the
government
to spend
more
money.
"I have heard from only one
constituent
favoring economy
since I've come to Congress."
Mrs. St. George, Small, chic,
European-educated resident of
Tuxedo, is Republican representative of the 29th New York
District.
She thinks this Congress has
shown a great deal of courage
pecially the young ones who are
veterans, are out to give the
and that the new members, escounty good government.
Mrs. St. George is one of the
two new women members of
Congress. The other is Mrs.
Georgia Lusk (D-N.M.).
A member of the Post Office
and Civil Service Committees
she has worked on the loyalty
and retirement bills.
She introduced HR 1203, a bill
to give sick leave pay and vacations with pay to (small cities')
postmasters of the foruth class
and a large number of employes. The bill was signed by President just before Congress adjourned.

m

Literary Guidepost
he takes in TooU Shor', ^ ,
too I f . not so much of a ^
as ., run-around, and lt W J » 1
hard to do an u n i n U t ^ T J
about it.
* ""o
You will be particularly „,

WOLF STORY, by William McSleery, illustrated by Warren
Chappell (Knopf; $2)
Here's another one of those
rare children's books which you
ought to read to your children,
if auy, and to yourself If not.

ed w i t h

The wolf Waldo, the hen
Rainbow, farmer Tractorwheel
and his son Jimmy are the
made-up characters, and then
there's "the man" who, for the
sake of and with the help of
his son Michael and a neighbor
boy Stefan, makes them up.
It begins in Michael's bedroom,
wanders amusingly from the fact
of teeth to be brushed and face
washed to the fierce Waldo and
quick-witted Rainbow. One way
of looking at it, this is in miniature the literary process, with
plot and moral growing patly
out of life; but any way you
look at It, this is the most entertaining piece of its kind since
the famous story of Ferdinand
the Bull.
THE BIG DRAG, by Mel Heimer,
illustrated by Peggy Bacon,
Whittlesey House; $2.50)
The bum, the tired businessman, the press agent, actor, actress, columnist, dancer, restauranteur, producer and many
other Broadway characters make
the pages of this book, all named
and some of them treated handsomely, some not. Heimer cuts
his Broadway pretty short and
stretches it pretty wide, at least
as far as El Morocco and the
Chambord on the East Side, and

COUNTY
(A* " I
A*ricultur

State. ^
ture.)
Cattle

the illustrations

EDNA'S FRUIT HAT and
stories, by John Pudn ey £
y
per; $2.50)
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Armed Forces leave bonds may be
cashed. This bank is an authorized
paying agent and these bonds may
be cashed by the owner without
cost.
W e urge each veteran to continue
to hold these bonds if at all possible — yet if you wish to cash
your bond, we offer you our convenient banking facilities in doing
so.

Princeton, Ky.
Member Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation
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Class Schedule and Premium List

Caldwell

Gou+vty

Slum

WhJ

Sponsored by Veterans of Foreign Wars
PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

SeptemLeA

i d & 2nd,

19W

Monday night, Sept. 1st, 1947
Class No.
1st
1. Model class, local, adj. Co.
T
2. Jr. Tenn. Walking, 3 yrs. & under, Stallion, mare, geld.
$20.00
3. Jr. five gaited, open 4 years & under
20.00
4. Three gaited, open Sheared mane and tail
20.00
5. Five gaited, combination
'
20.00
6. Tenn. Walking, Mare, Gelding
20.00
7. Five gaited, Caldwell & adjoining Co., novice, no set tail required, pleasure class 10.00
8. Fine harness, pony
10.00
9. Five gaited, open
20.00
10. Roadster under saddle
20.00

3rd
2nd
R
R
$15.00 $ 1 0 . 0 0
10.00
15.00
10.00
15.00
10.00
15.00
10.00
15.00
5.00
7.50
5.00
7.50
10.00
15.00
10.00
15.00

W

Tuesday night, Sept. 2nd, 1947
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Model class, open, trophy
Tenn. Walking stake, trophy
Fine Harness, open stake, trophy
Three gaited, stake, trophy
Boy or Girl rider, under 16, trophy
Five gaited pony
Plantation horse, Caldwell and adjoining Co.
Five gaited stake, trophy
Roadster to bike

1st
>j>
40 00

*

60 00

40 00
T

_

_

15.00
1 0 00
~

60 00
25

00

2nd
R
30.00
40.00
30.00
R
10.00
7.50
40.00
20.00

20.00 10 00
30.00 20 00
20.00 10.00

R
R
7.50 2.50
5.00 2.50
30.00 20.00
15.00 10.00

Tfcnrtday* Augu»t 21, 1947
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New* representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
March 10, 1923. Mrs. John T. oral days in Louisville last,, week
Lamb, president of the Women's as the guests of Mrs. E. H. RichClub, has been selected a repre- ards and attended the Billy Sunsentative of the Kentucky Fed- day revival.
eration of Women's Clubs to the
Good Roads Convention, which
May 11, 1923. Drs. R. W. Ogilwill occur at the Seelbach Hotel vie and I. Z. Barber attended the
in Louisville, - March 27. The Health Exposition at Louisville
Woman's Club is quite appre- last week, but have not said
ciative of the j;ecogjiition ex- whether or not hey heard Billy
tended its president.
Sunday.

By J. T. Grab an
tfTY AGENT'S COLUMN
Bureau of
s reported by
ultural Economics, United
; Department of Agricul-

The first watches were manufactured in Germany toward the
end of the 15th century.
Early watches were too large
to carry in the pocket and were
usually hung from the girdle.

1 April 10, 1923. Mr. S. W. Baker, accompanied by Mrs. J. N.
Day, of DawsoA, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Terry, Mrs. Gus Baker
and Miss Tommie Baker as his
guests, left yesterday morning
on a pleasure trip to New Orleans, La., and Havana, Cuba.

market cattle Indicate a smaller
proportion to be marketed after
December 1 than was reported
last year. The proportion to be
marketed in August was reported
about the same as last year but
the proportion for September to
November would be above last
year.
Returns from cattle feeders
showed that
they
marketed
somewhat more cattle between
April I and August 1 this year
than they intended to market
when reporting last April. However, last year, marketings were
much larger during April to
August than the intentions reported in April 1946.
Shipments of stocker and
feeder cattle into the Corn Belt
during the first 7 months of 1947
were substantially larger than
in the corresponding period in
1946. Total shipments, both from
markets and direct, into 8 States
for which such records are available were 13 percent larger this
year than last and the largest
January-July shipments on record. This Increase was due to
the large shipments prior to May.
Since May 1 shipments have been
running below a year earlier
and in July were 11 percent below July 1946 shipments. The
number of cattle inspected at
markets and shipped into the
other 3 Corn Belt states during
the first 7 months of 1947 was
about the same for the period
as last year.
Records of shipments of stocker and feeder steers from the 4
leading markets for 'the first 7
months show that a large proportion of the 1947 shipments
were light weight steers (under
700 pounds) and feeder calves
than was the case for the corresponding period last year. The
number of steers weighing 700
pounds up shipped from these
markets for the 7 months smaller than for the similar period
last year even though the total
for all classes of feeders was
larger. For the 7 months this
ye u, the average cost of stocker
ar.d feeder cattle shipped from
the 4 markets was about $4.65
higher than last year and the
highest on record for the period.

FOLLOWS EXPLORERS' ROUTE — Three Canadian
youths, Jacques Flahault (left), John DeHaerne and his
brother Michael (right) arrived in St. Louis, (Aug. 10)
after a canoe voyage of more than 3,000 miles which
duplicated the route traveled by the French explorers,
Father Marquette and Louis Joliet. The trio will continue
down the Mississippi River to New Orleans. (AP Wirephoto)

THE
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Kentucky
and

April 13, 1923. Mr. L. O.
Hays and Mr. L. W. Bodenhamer
have formed a partnership In the
drycleaning, pressing and tailoring business, under the firm
name of Hays and Bodenhamer.
April 13, 1923. Mrs. Chester
Holcombe and little sons, after
a two weeks' visit to Dr. and
Mrs. P. R. Shelby, left Wednesday morning for their home in
Avon, N. Y.
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College
Home

Wm. M. YOUNG

Graduate
Auctioneer

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

Prlnceton, K y .
Route 1, Phone
Farmeraville 2821

Fredonia, Ky.

The Coolest Spot In Town!-

2,000 Farmers See
Experiment Station

The SPIRIT

High yielding disease-resistant
tobaccos, hybrid corns, clovers,
grasses and other crops, beef and
dairy cattle, hogs, sheep a n d
poultry were seen by an estimated 2,000 men and women at the
annual field day at the University of Kentucky Experiment
Station at Lexington. Good crops
of apples, peaches and grapes also
were seen in the experimental
orchards.
County groups of more than
800 farmers had visited the Experiment Station before the annual meeting. A short course to
give a week's intensive training
in poultry-raising was attended
by 188 men and women from 66
Kentucky counties and from
Tennessee, Indiana and Illinois.

SO WILLING...
THE

FLESH

so

WEAK!

Wilbur and Orville Wright's
first business venture was a bicycle repair shop, which led to
their experiments in airplane
building.

GARDNER
of

AUCTION
SERVICE

Agriculture

Economics

Winter Storage, I
Providing the summer table
with vegetables is about a third
of what a garden may do, the
stored and
canned vegetables
accounting for the rest of the
year's food. Just how these two
should be divided may depend on
taste and possibly on the storing means at hand. A budget for
canned vegetables, based on good
diet, may be procured from
county h o m e
demonstration
agents or by writing to the College of Agriculture and Home
Economics at Lexington. Here
follow the average amounts of
vegetables to be stored, a person.

Don't wait until you see flying
ants (winged termites). TERMINIX, the world's largest in
termite control established in
1927, will inspect your property without cost or obligation.
Call today for this free inspection service.
PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
Phone 260
Authorised HepftMnlMlvt of
Ohio Vallfv Termini* Corp.

NEWS
SHORTS

SATURDAY, AUG., 23-OPEN 10 A. M
Rugged!

Raw!

-

At Advertised In "The Poel"
^r-jjM

o i l

I Ii7rffc|tolgr

CHARLES STARRETT us the Dvrtsn«o KW

White potatoes, spring-grown
Irish Cobblers and Triumphs, becoming usuable shortly after
Christmas, one-half bushel; summer grown Green Mountain, Sequoia or Burbank, 1% to 2 bushels; turnips, 2 pecks; carrots and
beets, together, Vfe bushel if supplemented with a canned supply,
otherwise, 1 to 1V< bushels; cabbage, 20 to 40 pounds; sweetpotatoes, 3 pecks; squash (Acorn,
Hubbard, Cushaw), 30 to 40

win, swiff wnwni • Ham mowm

" A n n e thinks t h e r e ' s
place to shop like

no

Sears.

SUN. & MON., ANG., 24-25

She must be right for she
a n d her children

FUN and ROMANCE
MADE TO ORDER . . .

always

look smart and she doesn't
have much to spend, either."

LOOK AT THIS
REPORT CARD
it holds a lot of promise for YOU I

You c a n ' t get it by wire
After y o u r home's on fire,

Where t h e Golden Rule

Applies,

Read the report of telephone accomplishments
so far this year. It's one for the record! You will
see telephone folks are really going places —
putting in new telephones throughout the South
at the rate of four every working minute—adding long distance circuits equaling 14 times the
distance across the U.S.A.—installing locial service wire, measuring 29 times around the world.
This report shows the progress that is being
made to speed up, expand and improve telephone
service—in spite of shortages and other handicaps. It holds a lot of promise for more and better
telephone service for you and your community.

the best farm machinery

ANN SOTHERN

made. I've bought all my
farm equipment at
for 5 0

Sears

years. I tell you,

you can't beat 'em. They're

Added

guaranteed."

ANIMAL
COMEDY
N6VELTY
NEWS

L

with

BARRY NELSON . L E O N AMES

" G e e ! Is that a sharp bike!
An' it cost less than any

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

other deluxe bike I've seen.

INCORPORATED

Ins. Agency

TUES & WED
AUG. 26-27
RAILBIRDSI
LOVEBIRDS/
JAILBIRDS/

could buy it on credit and

SHAME!

...They're
Wacky But
Wonderful!

IF SHE WERE YOURS
COULD YOU FORGIVE.

p a y a little each month."

£
J f \

THE MOST TALKED ABOUT

VALUES are at SEARS
All through the y e a r s Sears has excelled in quality
and service and in giving customers more-for-theirmoney values. And, today, more customers than
evermore finding " p e a k " values in Sears catalog
.'. . the kind of values that are worth telling their
friends aboutl

Women's Wear
"Not More, But Better Merchandise"
exclusively yours
(Incorporated)

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO;order office
Princeton, Kentucky

THURS. & FRI
AUG. 28-29

she

me one if she knew

HOPKINSVILLE

with Maisie on the
side of law and A
) order! ^
M

" G o to Sears if you want

I bet my Mom would buy

Phone 54
117 W. Main St.

Ruthless!

W . Court Sq.

Phone 7 9 0

Dick FOBAN
Front. McHUGH
Added Units!
FEATURETTE
In Technicolor
SPORTS REVIEW

A
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Sept. 16 Designated
National Guard Day

(BY ASSOCIAVSO MIMI
Washington, Aug. 18 — Presi-

dent Truman declared today that
national security demands that

Funeral services were held in
Frankfort Monday for Harry V.
McChesney, Sr., Caldwell native,
president emeritus of the Kentucky Society for Crippled Children and former state official,
who died Friday night in Lexington, following development of
complications from a minor operation.
McChesney, former Kentucky
secretary of state and state superintendent of public instruction, would have been 79 years
old Slept. 16. For many years, he
was president of the Kentucky
Society for Crippled Children.
He .also had served as treasurer
of the national and international
societies for crippled children.
At the. time of his death, McChesney was first vice president
of the Kentucky Historical Society and the editor of its magazine, The Registrar.
McChesney served as state
school superintendent from 1900
to 1904 and as secretary of state
from 1904 to 1908. He was residing at Smithland and serving
as Livingston county school superintendent when he was elected state superintendent of public
instruction.
In 1919, McChesney was defeated for the Democratic nomination for governor by A. O.
Stanley, who won the governorship that fall and later became
U. S. senator. McChesney also
served as governor of the Kentucky District of Rotary International and once was a delegate to
a Rotary International convention at Vienna, Austria.
He is survived by his widow;
a son, Harry V. McChesney, Jr.,
and a daughter, Miss Anne Elizabeth McChesney, all of Frankfort, and two sisters, Mrs. William E. Cox, Jr., Marion, and
Mrs. H. D. Wooldridge, Salem.
A niece, Mrs. Ruth Bockmon
lives in Paducah.

Gl Loans Total Half
Billion In 3 States

MILLION

DOLLAR

EYES

—

Janice Carter, young film actress whose eyes, her studio
says, are "the sexiest in the
world," signs an application
(Aug. 12) to insure them for
$1,000,000. She may, or may
not be granted the policy, but
her press agent figures the
idea will be worth plenty of
publicity. (AP Wirephoto)

World War II veterans in Ohio,
Michigan and Kentucky have
negotiated 101,030 home, farm
and business loans totaling $558,331,072 under guaranty provisions of the G.I. Bill, the Veterans Administration tri-a t a t e
Branch Office in Columbus, (O)
reported today.
The totals include: Ohio, 33,449 loans for $311,017,421; Michigan, 37,381 loans for $197,953,-,
915; Kentucky, 10,200 loans for
$49,359,736.
VA has guaranteed approximately 47 percent of the total
which veterans have borrowed
from lending institutions. Ninetytwo percent of the loans have
been for homes.

HAIR-PULLED SCUFFLE ON PICKET L I N E — A hairpulling scuffle ensued after 19 women employes joined an
estimated 125 workers who had slept in the struck Clinton
Machine Co., Clinton, Mich. Two women pickets are shown
in scuffle with Virginia Service (right) who tried to enter
plant. (AP Wirephoto)

Have you checked your Insurance with present
day Values?

Do it at once, then call

COMPLETE

INSURANCE

SERVICE

111 W. Market St.

Phone SI

THE STORIES FARMERS TELL US!

Sixty-three head of calves are
being fed by Allen county 4-H
club members for the November
show and sale in Louisville.

Severely Disabled Vet
Trainees Get Pay Hike

Automatic increases will, be
paid effective September 1 in
the minimum allowances received by the more seriously
disabled veterans
enrolled in
educational and training courses
under government sponsorship,
Veterans Administration officials
in Columbus (O) announced today.
The increased rates, which will
be reflected in September checks
received on or after October 1,
were voted by the last session
of Congress and signed into law
by the President.
VA said the law requires no
action on the part of the disabled trainees entitled to the

(AP NlWSrSATUKtS)
Berlin — Berlin's police have
declared war on the beggar nuisance which is plaguing the city,
because many of the beggars
have been found to be making a
handsome living by doubling as
black-marketers and "spotters"
for burglary gangs.
A directive from police headquarters warned housholders in
all four occupation sectors of the
city to beware of the "harmless
beggars," because a large percentage of the thousands which
infest Berlin's streets and squares
had been proved to be engaging
in criminal activities.
Fish, like cattle, seek shade
Often, police found, a beggar from the sun on hot days.
was offering blackmarket wares
for sale to the very persons from
•••••••
whom he was asking alms.
As special peril, police warned
against the house-to-house beggars who made the rounds in the
American sector of the city.
"The American families," said
a police report, "are the special
target of professional beggars for
two reasons. The Americans are
the best fed and supplied, and
they have a reputation for generosity."
The Americans were warned
that often beggars are spotters
for burglary gangs and the misThey bring joy to oar hearts, those stories farmers tell ut
sion is to "case" a house for a
about the service their Fairbanks-Morse F a r m Equipment
night-time break-in.
gives. Keeping customers well satisfied ia the only * a j a
Police discovered also that in
neighborhood firm like ours can stay in business.
many cases professional beggars
were carrying faked worker's
We'll gladly repeat those stories to you. They are stories of
registrations which entitled them
long, dependable, trouble-free service. Y o u c a n easily check
to the food ration of heavy
their accuracy. They'll lead you, we believe, t o this decision—
workers while they were plying
that your next choice ahould be made from the Fairbankstheir dishonest professioh in the
Morse line. It's the line with the 115-year b a c k g r o u n d . . . tha
streets. In those cases, what the
line for which repair parts will always l>e available.
beggars achieved in alms they
peddled in the black market.

YOU SHOULD

Veteran Enrollment
Continues Decrease

The number of World War II
veterans enrolled in educational
institutions in Ohio, Michigan
Postoffice Gets Data
and Kentucky under the G.I. Bill
and Vocational Rehabilitation
On Dog Psychology
Chattanooga, Tenn. — (JP) — Act continued to decrease durAssistant Postmaster George For- ing July, totaling 185,225 on Aubes says he has learned a lot gust 1, the Veterans Administraabout dogs during his years with tion Branch Office in Columbus
the mail service—in fact he's al- (O) reported today.
The peak enrollment was in
most a dog psychiatrist.
April and May, when more than
He says there's no middle 1221,000 veterans were enrolled.
ground about dog's interest in
In Ohio, 89,262 veterans were
the postman—the dog either enrolled on August 1, which was
loves him or hates him. If he 7,401 less than the July 1 enloves loves him he'll follow the rollment and 19,310 below the
postman along the route so faith- peak attendance of 108,572 in
fully that residents frequently April.
complain. If he hates the postMichigan's veteran enrollment
man he'll usually try to bite totaled 73,878 on August 1, which
him.
was 2,572 less than July 1 and
Either way it's tough on postal 11,471 below the peak attendsubstitutes. When a sub covers a ance of 85,349 in May.
In Kentucky, 22,085 were enroute—.particularly in an area usually covered by a "loved" post- rolled on August 1, a drop of
man—the dogs resent the new- 1,377 during July and 7,346 becomer, thinking he's an intruder, low the peak attendance of 29,431 in April.
and start nipping.

wn,

the United States have a "fully
manned, equipped and trained"
National Guard ready to take
the field "in time of national
dat'ger."
He made this statement in a
proclamation designating Sept.
16 as National Guard Day. Its
observance will b« part of a recruiting drive to strengthen the
National Guard.
Mr. Truman asked governors
to issue proclamations for the
observance
of
the occasion,
marking the seventh anniversary
of the entrance of the National
Guard into the national service
prior to World War II.

Princeton, Ky,

Phone 88
HEADQUARTERS

12 percent the amount of mash
consumed.
So far as egg production was
concerned, in all instances hens
that had pasture or silage laid
more eggs than those that did
not have it.

• Sump Pumps • "X" Enalnaa • Ll«ht Plant* . WindmOa
Corn Shelters • Dammar Mllla • fuken • Iraaan

M O N U M E N T S

madisonville
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TESTED CONCPETE MASONRY

STOCK—THE

LARGEST IN WEST KY.

Paducah Granite
Marble, Stone Co
402 South 3rd Street
. Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 799

GREATER
BUILD ING
VALUES;/

Here are the A B C s of Concrete Masonry Construction

It shall be the duty of the Taxpayers to appear at the Tax
Commissioner's Office.

f
~

Taxpayers are governed by the following

law, according to the Kentucky Statute, Section 132.220:

M
,9
^s.

/

Vibrapac

Concrete Masonry

interest in taxable property in Caldwell County to appear before

G t o s YOU —•

the Tax Commissioner between July 1 and September 1, 1947,
and have same listed."

TjrRMOR — Besser Vlbrapac Concrete Masonry structures
* * are armored against age, climate, fire, weather, termites,
rodents, tornadoes, upkeep and repairs.

^s.

"It shall be the duty of all persons owning or having any

•

\
JP^X.

Tax Commissioner Caldwell County

Besser Vlbrapac Concrete Masonry structure*

comfortable because walls are made of hollow units

STORM SAFETY
WEATHER TIOHTNESS

.

•miY-iM iNMHATinM

.

, „

between rooms and

P L E A S K return
empty bottles promptly

Mrs. S. i. Larkins,

are

of cellular material . . . providing Insulation against cold and
heat. Dry. weather-tight walls assure healthfulness and ideal
sanitary condition*. Quiet Is secured b y
conditioning

FIRE SAFETY

*

" D E A U T Y — Besser Vlbrapac Masonry structures are built in
baautiful architectural designs. Outside walls and inside
partitions are made In many pleasing patterns, with any d e s i r e d
texture, finish and color.
,
|^»OMFORT -

floors.

"

f^T^r/i

FREE! Write or call for your copy of this complete story of Concrete Masonry Construction

Ask for it either way ... both
trade-marks mean the same thing.
tOTTUD UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COIA COMPANY IY
Hopkinsville Coca-Cola Bottling Company
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redonio News

L , and Mrs. Cecil
B r a s h e r Billingsley, were dinner guests
son, De"ni». * n d M r - H e r " of Mr. and Mrs. J. Dan Bugg
Ferryman attended the Thursday.
Rev. and Mra. L. Layman of
at Dade Park Thursday.
mu. and Mrs. E. T. Lobb were Suiith Grove, and Mr. Paul LayMo., visited
•*L of Mr. and Mrs. Tom men, Parkville,
Lphenson, of Mexico, Satur- briefly with friends here Sunday afternoon.
J r and Mrs. Reginald Rice . Miss Mary Wilson, who has
children, Long Island, N. Spent summer vacation with her
'were recent guests of M r . father, J. A. Wilson, returned
yrs. Charles Brockmeyer, to Ygnkeetown, Fla., Saturday,
where she Is connected with the
Katherine Stevens has school there.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Lowry
timed to her home in New
L,ns. La. after a visit to and children, Wayne and DonI j0hn F. Rice and Mr. Rice. ald. Evansville, were weekend
j|r and Mrs J. B. Ray, Jr., guests of his mother, Mrs. Belle
daughter, of Sturgis, were Lowry, and family.
Mrs. Ruble Akridge and Mrs.
is of his parents, Mr. and
J. B Ray, Sr., Saturday Charles Baker were oalled to
Providence Thursday by the
erooon.
|iss Clarice Billingsley, Col- death of their aunt, Mrs. Nanfcbia. Tenn , spent several days nie Allen, who died at the home
-ntlv at the h o m e of M r . and of her daughter, Mrs. Robert
Towery, ii> Hopkinsville. Burial
I Chester M i l l e r .
K, Billy Sam Young returned was in Marion cemetery.
Several from here attended
Ini Pulaski. T e n n . , T h u r s d a y ,
U a visit w i t h Mr. and M r s . h-v.ecbming at Chapel Hill Suntkine Sharp. Enroute home, day. Revs. James Walker and
[visited f r i e n d s at
C o l u m b i a Marvin Bigham, former residents
tjUry
Academy,
Columbia, of that -community, had charge
of the services. Attending from
JJ John Shaver, Mayfield, here were Mr. and Mrs. Albert
"the weekend guest of Mr. Walker, Mrs. Isaac Butler, Miss
Jane Belt, Mrs. Leonard Guess,
j Mrs. J- E. Hillyard.
i|rs W. B Conway and sort, Mrs. Florence Parr, Miss Dorotry, were in Dawson Springs thy Parr, Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
Hillyard, Mr. John Shaver, of
Mary Hewlett and daugh- Mayfield. Rev. and Mrs. James
Peggy, Princeton,
were Walker and children, Belvidere,
kend guests of her father, 111., Mrs. Isabelle Yandell and
son, Bruce, London.
B. Ray, Sr., and Mrs. Ray.
The Ladies Aid of the Cumr. and Mrs. Courtney Burr,
r York, returned home Wed- berland Presbyterian Church will
iy after spending the week- nuti with Mrs. Aubrey Litchwith her mother, Mrs. L. field Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. T. R. Akridge and Mrs.
Young, and Mr. Young.
•Leon Billingsley returned Johnnie Akridge were in PaduHIS home in Columbia, Tenn., cah Thursday.
week after an extended visit
Messrs. Elbert Beck,
Floyd
Ibis uncle, Chester Miller, and Ordway, W. M. Young, J. D.
Miller.
Bugg and Ruble Akridge attendJr. and Mrs. Hampton Carner ed State Fair in Springfield, 111.,
Children, Phillip and John' Thursday and Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Coleman
moved to Morganfield Satiy where they will make and Mr. and Mrs. Edd Phelps
and children were dinner guests
ir home.
r. and Mrs. Johnnie Ak- of Mr. and Mrs. Luther Barnes
;e and children, Phyllis, Bar- in Princeton Sunday.
Mr. Johnie Akridge and son,
i and Tommy, seturned to
Mr. Veldin Yandell,
r home in Mt. Morris, Mich., Tommy.
: a visit with his mother, Charles Akridge, Misses Phyllis
Bernice Akridge, and Mr. Akridge and Patsy Baugh were
in Henderson Thursday where
Mrs. Ruble Akridge.
T and Mrs. James Duncan they attended the Dade Park
• moved near Kuttawa. Mr.races.
Mrs. Clinton Davis, who reMr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher
ly returned from Detroit, and son, Dennis, were dinner
• taken the rooms vacated guests of Mr. and Mrs. Irvin
ir. and Mrs. Duncan,
Jones near Frances, Monday.
iv. and Mrs. James Walker
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Taychildren, Sherril and Rus- lor, Bowling Green, are spendof Belvidere, 111., are visit- ing summer vacation with her
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ivan H.
It Walker.
Bennett.
and Mrs. Chester Miller,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul McGee and
Clarice Billingsley and Leon children, Eddyville, were in

Jobless Benefits
Rise In July

DETROITERS I N V A D E C A N A D I A N FOOD MARKETS — Detroit shoppers line up at
Canadian customs to await bus transportation back home after shopping in Windsor
food stores. (Aug. 16) As a result of the Detroit invasion on local markets eggs have
gone up 16 cents a dozen in the past week and meat, butter and other items have taken
a corresponding jump. ( A P Wirephoto)
town Saturday night.
Miss Dorothy Brasher has accepted a position with the Arnold Ligon Truck Line, in Princeton as a typist.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Tosh and
daughter and Mr. D. E. Morgan
attended the annual home-comng at Good Springs Church Sunday. Rev. J. R. King of Blackford delivered the morning mesage. Several quartets were there
for the afternoon entertainment.
The following enjoyed a picnic at Kuttawa Springs Saturday night: Mr. and Mrs. Noble
Paris, Mr. and Mrs. Reg Phelps
end children, Mr. and Mrs. Hervy
Thompson and son, Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Blackburn
and children,
Mrs. Madge Riley, and daughters, Dorothy and Evelyn. Mr.
and Mrs. Mitchell Lowry and
sons, Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Coleman, Mr. and Mrs.
Aubrey
Litchfield, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Phelps and children, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Baker, Mr. and
Mrs. Elbert Beck and children,
Mr. R. L. Beck and Miss Robert
Lee Beck.
The Missionary Society of the
First Presbyterian church will
meet with Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett
Friday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
Mrs. C. T. Henson returned
to work as clerk in Howerton's
Store Saturday, after an absence
of several days, due to illness.
Mrs. Dan Allen returned to
her home In Nashville Saturday,
after a visit to her sister, Mrs.
Esste Rucker.
Mr. and Mrs. Floy Winn have
taken an apartment with Mr.
and Mrs. J. B. Ray.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivy Moore, Mr.
and Mrs. Luther Phelps and
children and Mrs. Essie Rucker
were dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Reginald Phelps Sunday.

REACH'S in Hopkinsville

How does Y O U R home
stack up against the rest of America?

Mrs. Jocie Quertermous was
called to the bedside of her sister, Miss Florence Dixon in
Louisville last week.
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Noble Paris Sunday were Rev.
Charles
Hendrix,
McKenzie,
Tenn., Dan and Herbert Allen,
of Nashville, and Tucker Bugg.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Burklow
were guests of his brother, Mr.
Lee Burklow, and Mrs. Burklow, Wednesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Moore and
daughter,
Bonita,
Princeton,
were dinner guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Coy Moore,
Sunday.
Miss Wilma Green entertained
Friday night with a farewell party at the home of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Green, honoring Philip Carner, who left Saturday to make his home in Morganfield. A delicious plate lunch,
iqe cream and cake was served
to Phillip Carner, Gerald Rogers,
Joan Bugg,
Dorothy Brasher,
Bonnie King, Doris "Harper, Evelyn Riley, Dorothy Riley, Doris
Green, J. E. Boone, Chas. Dean
Akridge, Elwood Dorroh, Norman Lee Faught, Buddy Rogers,
Billy Joe McChesney, Joe Rowland, Tommy Akridge, Arnold
Wigginton, Jimmy Riley, Letchel
Vinson, and the hostess. Going
away gifts were presented to the
honoree.
Mrs. Isabell Yandell and son,
Bruce, London, are visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Walker.
Misses Patsy and Nancy Baugh,
Dunmore, have concluded a visit
with their grandmother,
Mrs.
Allie Bugg, and Mr. and Mrs.
Dave Perkins.
Missionary Society Circle No.
2 met at the home of Mrs. Floyd
Jones Thurrday afternoon, with
Mrs. Elbert Beck as leader. Mrs.
Hampton Carner gave the de-

Consul Finds Love
Is Part Of Business
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Home-Grown Barn
Is Not Just Hay

Frankfort -7- Payment of jobless benefits In Kentucky continued to rise during the month
6f July, the Kentucky Unemployment Compensation Commission
reported today, adding that the
Increase over payments the previous m o n t h
amounted to
$388,342.
Commission officials declared
the hike in unemployment insurance payments in both June
and July reflects the general
trend of unemployment in the
state as many plants, because of
lack of materials or demand for
products, have found it necessary to decrease their labor force.
The decline in employment,
though spotted, was shown in
the increase of payment Of jobless benefits to veterans in July
over June, the ex-G. I.'s drawing $300,747 more during the
month covered by the report.
Benefit payments of all types
during July reached $2,421,534,
compared with the $2,043,192 paid
out in June. Of July's total figure, unemployed veterans drew
$1,193,206, self-employed $766,932, and claimants other than
veterans, $461,396. Payments to
claimants in this latter category
increased $77,596 over the June
total of $83,801.

To help you balance your budget,
and your diet, Corn-Soya brings
you lots of food valua for your
money. It's a delicious neverbefore combination of flavor and
nouri»hment. Ready-to-serve. Get
tome today.

7 7

Sammy SOYA
for
body-building
proteins

THE GREATEST NAME IN CEREALS

Auction!

Child's dresses made of Pacific
Mills - Seersucker - Sheers Fancy Prints - Sizes 7 to 12

SHEETS -

Julian

BROADLOOM CARPET
N O W IN STOCK
IF your home is short on floor coverings
and IF you have been waiting for carPets and rugs to become available and
IF you would like to bring the luxurious
beauty of broadloom carpet to your
floors without further delay . . . Then
visit REACH'S August Clearance Event

IN FULL ROLLS

!m

NOW!

*

-".v

rHsM

Immediate Delivery-—No Waiting!
Yes, now available direct from,
KEACH'S own carpet shop to you. Cut
and bound by experienced carpet men
to your specificatipns.

AUGUST SPECIAL

$495

Wall-ToWall Carpeting!
ROOM SIZE RUGS!

Many other items too numerous to mention.

if desired

Reason of sale: Am moving to the good city
of Princeton.

FOOT WIDTHS
Sq. Yard
iTHE BIG STORE — 9 FLOORS

2 - G o o d work mules, 11 years old, 16 hands.
8 - H e a d of registered hereford cows — ages
from 2 years to 8 years.
1 - Registered Hereford bull, 1 year old.
1 - Jersey milk cow 4 years old.
1 - Guernsey milk cow, 10 years old.
1 - Poland China sow and 8 shoats 50 lbs. avg.
2-Sets of wagon harness.
1 - John Deere Mowing machine.
13 Oliver breaking plow.
No. 10 disc harrow.
Rastus plows.
1 - Large corn sheller.
Double shovel.
1-10-ft. hay rake.
1-horse plow.
1 - Good wagon.
Good Home Comfort cook stove.
7-ft. Servel Kerosene refrigerator.
Victrola and a lot of records.
- Library table.
•Good radio.
- Chifferobe
Vanity dresser.
-Wash
stand.
• Bed steads.
-Wheelbarrow.
• Feather bea\
-Lawn mower.
Dining room suite.
• Truck loads of split stove wood.
• Double-barrel shotgun.
• Hog vat.
Some white corn.

Made-to-measure and laid

NINE AND TWELVE

TERMS: CASH

J. E. Sigler
Owner

KEACH'S HAS IT!.

*

Buck Morse

Auctioneer
J. W. McCHESNEY, Clerk

$100

$ 1 2 9

fully bleached - 50-90
Bleached

Beginning at 10:30 A. M.

I

v c-Kv .^,,

$295

Birdseye Diapers
28x27 - per dozen

Aug.27,1947 Pillow Cases

M

—

August Clearance!

votional. In connection with the
program, a handkerchief shower
was given, honoring Mrs. Hampton Carner, Mrs. J. R. Robertson, Mrs. Seldon McEIroy and
Mrs. Mahlon Jackson, members
of the society who are moving
out of town. Present were Mrs.
Hampton Carner, Mrs. J. R.
Robertson, Mrs. Seldon McEIroy,
Mrs. Mahlon Jackson, Mrs. J.
J. Rogers, Mrs. Walton Woodall,
Mrs. Talley Baker, Mrs. Russell
Yates, Mrs. Elbert Beck, Mrs.
Veldin Yandell, Mrs. Bill King,
Mrs. Oman Fowler, Mrs. Delmar
Bradshaw, Mrs. Ruby Crider and
Mrs. Floyd Jones.

Boys' sanforized shrunk
Vat dyed dungarees
Sizes 6 to 16
Boys' Sport shirts
short sleeve - fancy
or solid colors - size 6 to 16
Men's Postman Blue
herringbone wash pant
sizes - 29 - 36

!

'

There will be an ice cream
and pie supper at Orange's old
store for Hart School Friday
night, Aug. 22, it is announced
by Miss Viola Burton, teacher.
The public Is invited.

$ee,dear, we're saving money i

Sally CORN
tor flavor
and
onorgy

% r.-jVlf W-

Ice Cream Supper

Des Moines, Iowa, (AP) —
Forty-two thousand board feet
Of oak, logged and sawed on the
farm, went Into the building of
a barn on the H. J. Grady farm
near Harper's Ferry, believed to
be one of the biggest bams in
All sons of holders of the Conthat northeast Xoyra area.
gressional Medal of Honor are
A planing mill as well as a eligible to attend Weat Point if
saw mill were moved onto the appointed by the President and
place to prepare the lumber for if they are otherwise qualified
the structure which measured physically and mentally.
100 feet by 36 feet. The basement is concrete blocks. At a is completed, Grady said he exbarn raising, 68 carpenters and pected to have about 100 tons
neighbors helped construct the of alfalfa, clover and timothy
building and the structure was stored by this winter for his 70
head
of purebred
Hereford
dedicated with a barn dance.
When the second hay cutting cattle.

Tihwa, China, (AP) — Playing
adviser to the lovelorn in a romantic scandal which threatened
the life of his cook was a recent extra-curricular duty of the
American consul, J. Hall Paxton, of Danville, Va., in this far
remote capital of Sinkiang province.
One morning, when his strapping blonde Russian cook, MaigAsbestos was used against fire
hlle, did not appear to serve as long ago as the fifth century
breakfast, Paxton went to in- B. C.
vestigate. He found the woman
Bamboo is the world's tallest
crying. Her husband, Maighile grass.
sobbed, had accused her of flirting with the Chinese Air Force
and was going to kill her. A
Moslem, the husband, usually a
timid, brow-beaten fellow, had
suddenly asserted himself. Under
Moslem rules he had his choice
of forgiveness, divorce or killing,
and strongly favored the latter.
Paxton, moved to save an exceptionally good cook, as well ai
by humane considerations, invited the husband to come and
see him and persuaded the suspicious Moslem that his doughty
wife was true to him.

Located on Farmersville and Shady Grove highway 2 miles from Farmersville — off highway
800 feet on good road.

-
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Finkel's Fair Store
"Where Your $ $ Have More (tents"
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At The Churches

OGDEN MEMORIAL t
METHODIST
J. Lester McGee, Minister
Church School 9:45 a. m.
Morning Worship 10:50 a, m.
Sermon by the pastor. Anthem
by the Young Women's Chancel
Choir.
Union Service 7:80 p.m. Central Presbyterian Church.
Mid-week Service Wed., 7:30
p. m., led by Youth Division.
Methodist Men's Club, Friday
6:30 p. m.

V
'.'•". '

v

FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M Hatler, Pastor.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
11:50 a.m. Morning Service.
6:45 p.m. Training Union.
7:30 Evenjng Worship.
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Germans Say They
Must Be Paid

Rover Really Roves,
SPCA Complains
San Franclaco, (AP) — How
will did fou provide for that pet
you left behind at vacation timet
The San Francisco Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals notes a sudden rise in
stray cats and dogs that coincides with the summer vacation
season. In April it picked up
1,255 cats and 1,738 dog* By
Juno the number had risen to
1,616 cats and 2,240 dogs.
"Too
often," says Charles
Friedrichs, local SPCA secretary, "neighbors who promise
to look after Rover are careless.
Other vacationers abandon their
animals rather than turn them
over to the SPCA.
"These wandering cats and
dogs, too, eventually reach the
SPCA, starved or misused in
their search for the home they
once knew."

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Tom W. Collins, Minister
Interest and attendance at all
Use of hay-drying units in Carservices of the church gradually
ter
county made it possible to
increased as the vacation nears
an end. A hearty "welcome save choice hay during frequent
home" is extended to all who rains.
have been away on vacation.
You have been missed by tne
church. Remember to give it a
permanent place . as you plan
your schedule of activities for Betty Jane Hogan
Funeral services for Betty
fall.
Jane
Hogan, 15, who died at her
All services will be hMd Sunday at the usual hours with the home on Varmint Trace Road
exception of the evening wor- Monday, were held at White
Sulphur Church Wednesday aftship hour nt which time we will
ernoon, with the Rev. H. G. M.
worship at the Central PresbyHatler officiating. She had been
terian Church Union service. Bro.
ill for several months.
Collins will bring the message.
Survivors
are her mother,
Billie Lewis was driver of the
Mrs. Flora Hogan, and several
"National
Parks Special",
a brothers and sisters. Her father,
"bus" which carried a group of Roy Hogan, preceded her in
C.Y.F. members to all parts of death several years ago.
the United States via film strips
Interment was in White Sullast Sunday night. The only mis- phur Cemetery.
hap on the long journey was
when a rear tire went flat, but program of the church are urged
the "accident" happened in front to attend these inspiring meetof a "filling station" so the pas- ings.
sengers were filled with refreshments while "repairs'^ were PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev.
made.
Miss Ann Lee .Darnell will William E. Cunningham, pastor.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
lead the program Sunday night.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
The theme of the meeting is
Young People's Service 6:00
"Our God Is Marching On". This
program will continue the "Va- p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
cation Trip" and we will visit
Wednesday
evening
prayer
foreign fields of our Christian
service
7:00
p.m.
missionary enterprise. The young
Saturday, Evangelistic service
people of the community who
do not affiliate with a youth 7:00 p.m.

Deaths-Funerals

(AP

I

It

Blackburn's Garage
Rowland Motor Co.

PorTABLE Radio

Riley's D-X Station
Talley Baker's D - X Station
Plum St.

Gayle Kilgore

W . MAIN ST.

Tractor & Implement Tires

sin...

'

n

BENDlX'^Home
See how the BENDIX

< ^ | D A M P DRYS CLOTHES
CLEANS ITSELF
DRAINS ITSELF
SHUTS ITSELF OFF

TIONTOKITCHTTORIIO^j.

SAVES HOT WATER

^SAVES

Baltimor
of

Owe!
McGou

Frid

sllaneoui ••
Recent
Mrs. E. T. S h ^
Elizabeth:
nceton, was ^
^miscellaneous
ht, Aug. 12,™
ex, OutwoodJ
Harry
lappel, Miss
Miss Lucil

SOAP

Refreshments

Corp* in —asa bo w wa just sat a dial,
add soap—and Bendix doss tha raat.
You don't avan touch tha dial again.
You no TOT gat your hands in water!
Sea It—tha easiest washday on sartfc
—with a BandixJ

L u s b y

Phone 88

J

The m a r r i a g e

Hfrgel,

•Baltimore

Uvi&t/

R .

H

K w a r d

to am/Samtyotif

^

pore he seepj
||[ore s white *

Knerly

< ^ E N D S WASHDAY WORK

^

Co.

Princeton, Ky.

You can help assure a continued full supply of milk for your family

nes H.
irker, Oscar
Cook, Jac
Christ
Blum,
ne Thomp
Lacey;
iloney, Otilid
uerman, Haij
Hasson,
norence A l t ]
(range, Katheri
icn Mitchell
layton.
Sending gifts
Qvin Boehmei
lord, Madge G
sr. Julia Mai
irgaret Pettit
*! M<£hesney,
ny Thomai
McChesney, Je

Mildred
topper, Charlel
Raibourne, j"
ale Bosma, •

w

by washing and returning your empty milk bottles promptly . . . either to your grocer or to your milkman.
During the past few months thousands of empty bottles have not been
returned . . . So please make a careful search and put these stray bottles back to work.

\\

See and k e a r ~ t W a s v € r o s T e y
forTABLE today) '

SMITH'S

FURNITURE
E. Main St.
Phone 92 — Princeton, Ky.

The deposit your grocer requires on milk bottles does not cover their
cost; its only purpose is to insure their prompt return.
Your help NOW will assure your home a continued full supply of milk.
Remember . . . The milk is yours, the bottle is ours; please return the
bottle!

Princeton Cream and
Butter Company
/

PHONE 54

en]

' Mr. M. V. B j
•jounces the ei|
•daughter, Marionl
Wllasaaoomplat,,^ K a r l e , F. Webl
lug with DOOM WOTUIMM • H . A. Weber,
•W NospOUd^ •tedding will be J
steamy waihdty
No tubs to empty « n
Tho Bendix U K ^ f R|
N o g e /-McGcJ
compact tt'i • Bain ^

RINSES—3 TIMES

SAVES CLOTHES

long day

t he

[Glow* .

< £ F WASHES CLOTHES

^

rn ,

th0]

hw beauf
L.utv tor t h e 1

Laundr

Powerful—play, anywhere—on A C ,
D C or bsHeriei. Housed in a smartly
ftyted shock proof
plastic c a b i n e t '
with carrying handle. A' '

Insurance and Real Estate

W . L. Mays, Cadiz St

Igjngs ab°ve

Bottle manufacturers say that no relief is in sight.

C. A . W O O D A L L

Monarch Station, Cadiz St.

ffitiutujf

A t horn*, it"* a beautiful table radio"
you'U ute with pride. O u t d o o r , it's
a lively funmater the yesr 'round —grand company wherever you go.'

$7,000

Byron Williams Texaco-

m*zs above the I
- )|y circling t

no bottles to put it in.

Also 109-Acre farm, near Dulaney; nice dwelling
and out-buildings; limestone soil.

Fredonia, Ky.

Kent.,

In other cities people are being denied milk solely because there are

$3,900

West Main

"'J

The nation faces an acute milk bottle shortage!

130-Acre farm; 7 miles n.w. of Princeton. Two
dwellings; one barn; several springs; plenty timber;
90 acres tendable. 60 acres creek bottom. Bargain.

So. Jefferson

I Hi!

I Za above the

PLEASE
HELP!

- G R O S H b E ¥

A Stai

Lore

E , t h « thrush "

Executives Shelved By Youth
Makes Life Begin Again At 40

FOR SALE!

Washington St.

SSE OUR fO STAR
T SHOW t

NSWSF«ATUW«S».

Berlin — The fact that the
average German worker can't
make both ends meet any longer
under yvage contrpls in effect
since the Nazi area has led to
loud demands
for increased
wages.
Trade union leaders have been
pressing occupation authorities
for approval of wage adjustments.
Because wages are out of line,
a number of important industries, particularly building and
metal working, are having constant difficulty in recruiting and
holding labor.
A study made by the statistical
offices of the three German
states in the American zone reported that the average essential
expenditures of a normal conATCHESON P L A N E SURVIVORS R E S C U E D — T w o of the three survivors of the ill- sumer's family of five ranged
fated plane of U.S. Ambassador to Japan George Atcheson, Jr., are rescued, Aug. 16, by a from 170 to 185 marks in a four
whaleboat from the Coast Guard Cutter Hermes, 65 miles west of Pearl Harbor. Col. weeks' period. However, there
Harvey Huglin, of Fiarfield, Ia., sits near bow (profile to camera), while Capt. T. L. wasn't a single industrial group
Rider, of Ponca City, Okla., waits to be taken from a rubber life raft. Atcheson and in which the average earnings of
nine other persons were lost. Five bodies have been recovered. The plane was flying unskilled male workers reached
that level.
from Japan when forced down by lack of gasoline. ( A P Wirephoto via 'radio from
Earning data available up to
Honolulu)
last September showed that unskilled building workers averaged only 131 marks in a fourweek period. • Even semi-skilled
and skilled workers in a number of industrial groups earned
wages below expenditures.
The study emphasized that
(AP NEWSFIATUMS)
'we're not interested in $10,000 firms which have asked for them.
the
figures on expenditures were
The "Forty Plus" club move- to $25,000 men, but if you hear The remainder are distributed by
a
conservative
estimate of the
ment is coming back to life now
of anyone looking for $50,000 to field workers who regularly can-, cost of essential goods and serthat some elder businessmen
vass prospctive employers.
vices and actually represent a
aren't drawing salary checks in $75,000, send them along.' " There
lower level of consumption than
the style to which they have is no late word on what hap- Poland Buying
e one on which the cost-of-livbeen ^bcustomed.
pened in that case.
Building Material
ng index is based.
The
New
York
club
has
about
In New York, Philadelphia, BosWarsaw, Poland, (AP) — Poton, Chicago, Detroit among other 1,300 solvent alumni; Chicago, land is buying equipment for
Gingersnaps put together in
cities, unemployed men over 40 550, and Detroit, more than 900. concrete works, for flooring facpairs
with orange marmalade
who have earned at least $4,000 One of Philadelphia's proudest tories and building machinery
make
a
taste winning combinaa year as executives are banding placements was that of general from Sweden
for 50,000,000 tion for snacks. They are nice
consultant
to
a
big
company
together again in non-profit, coSwedish crowns, the semi-offito eat with fresh fruit as picnic
operative organizations to help there. The man who got the job cial newspaper Rzeczpospolita
dessert, too.
was
82.
reports.
each other find executive jobs.
A fabric fiber has been proTo
get
an
idea
of
how
the
clubs
Additionally,
the
Poles
have
With the manpower shortage
duced
from peanut protein. In its
beginning to crack, widely as- work, consider the New York placed orders for 100,000 square natural state, this peanut fiber
meters
of
hardboard
from
Finsorted jobless males are rallying organization, which has found
is light cream colored, possesses
together in these patrician per- jobs as close to home as two land, and 300,000 crowns worth a soft feel, and a warmth simiof
lifts,
cranes
and
silos
for
consonnel services under the ban- floors above its office and as
lar to wool.
crete from Denmark.
ner, "there is no substitute for far away as Korea and Alaska.
One of the most delicious salNegotiations
for importing
The
membership
in
New
York
experience."
ad
dressings for greens from the
building
machinery
are
underThe Detroit club had member- before the war ran close to 100, way with Austria. Similar pur- garden—or from the corner store
ship applications from one man dropped to 10 or 12 during the chases may be made shortly in —is crumbled bleu cheese blendwho "went through t wofor- war and now is back up to 70. Czechoslovakia.
ed with french dressing
tunes" and from another who Each member must allot two
needed a job although he had and a half days every week for
made $600,000 from patent royal- the club. There are no paying
jobs.
ties on a machine tool.
The two days may be spent in
An army general facing retirement joined the Boston club. field work or handling office
So did an ordained minister un- chores. The half day is for atable to support his family on a tendance at the re^lilar weekly
church salary. Both had had meeting. Every member contributes a little toward the expenses.
previous executive experience.
Every month the club publishIn New York, however, the
es
a bulletin listing members
members come immediately from
anonymously
with a thumbnail
jobs as plant managers, comptrollers, vice-presidents in charge sketch of what each has to offer.
of personnel, brokers, bankers* About 5,000 copies of each buland other executive posts. Their letin are printed. Half go to
former salaries range from $4,000
a year to $60,000. The Philadelphia club once had a president
who joined after his $12,000,000
iron company went kaput in the
I depression.
The Forty Plus idea was start| ed in the late thirties (some say
in Boston, others say in New
York) and all but died out during the war when manpower of
all ages was at a premium. The
end of the war and the availibility of many younger men began
the revival of the movement.
The clubs in the various cities
operate independently—without
a central organization—although
they generally use the same
name, slogan, eligibility rules
and modus operandi.
The clubs are not interested in
any job paying less than $4,000.
And frequently they land ones
for members which pay much
better than that.
The star alumnus to date was
a Detroit member who recently
landed a $40,000 job as general
manager of a large manufacturing concern having p l a n t s
throughout the country. Chicago
and New York have $20,000
graduates.
The Detroit club says its average placement is in a job paying between $8,000 and $10,000;
in New York, the average range
is from $4,000 to $10,000 and in
Philadelphia, from $6,000 t o
$7,500.
The Boston president reported:
"One of our men was canvassing
a downtown firn^ and was told,
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Of Government

IdJometvi
Dorothy

Ann Davis

Helen Beuuchamp, Evelyn Eiell,
Glenda Cansler, Mary Wilson Ba- The
Leader
[„ the thrush sings
ker and Anna Longbrake.
i concert in the locust tree;
Mrs. Shanks will leave Out- Congratulates
above the scent of phlox, wood soon to join her husband
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Allen Colegtnta, lavender, and white; who is deputy supply officer at man, Locust street, on the birth
above the goldfish
Veterans Administration Hospit- of a daughter, Linda Jane, Autjiy circling the pool;
gust 5.
al, Fort Thomas.
•
• • •
u s aliove the grass and the
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce Egbert,
Ipiroses.
Lottie Moon Circle
Stone street, on the birth of a
The Lottie Moon Circle of the son, Alvie Taylor, August It.
L long day ends,
• • •
I (,e has l>eauty in his heart; First Baptist Church met at the
home of Mrs. Alvin Lisanby,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Egbert
Xuty f ( " , h e w o r l c l t o h e a r
Tuesday night,. Aug. 5, with nine Hooks, Route 3, on the birth of
| o r e he sleeps,
members present.
a daughter, August 8. She has
fore a white star
The devotional was given by been named Bonnie Louise.
• » •
L
"
Helen McGaughey Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, and Mrs.
Hugh Skees had charge of the
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Taylor,
program, assisted by Mrs. Robert West Main street, on the birth
|0Wn - Weber
Jacob, Mrs. Claude Koltinsky, of a daughter, Susan Gale, at
Ur. M. P- Brown, Princeton, Mrs. Cecil Smith and Miss Mel- Princeton Hospital, August 18.
• • •
[ounces the engagement of his ville Young.
and Mrs. Frederick McPresent were Mesdames Alvin
lighter, Marion Frances, to Mr.
Robert Jacob, Cecil Connell, Creswell, on the birth
urles F. Weber, son of Mrs. Lisanby,
I A. Weber, Louisville., The Smith, Claude Koltinsky, Hugii of a son, August 18, at Princetiding will be in late Septem- Skees, Frank Wilson; and Misses ton Hospital. Mrs. McConnell is
Mary Wilson Baker, Gwen Book- the former Doris Jean Bright,
of Princeton.
er and Melville Young.
•
•
•
The hostess, assisted by Mrs.
bge/- McGough
Mr. and Mrs. James A. GoCecil Smith and Mrs. Robert
hie marriage of Miss Virginia Jacob, served a plate lunch, after forth, Erwin, Tenn., on the birth
Lei, Baltimore, Md., and for- which the meeting jfljourned to of
a- son, John Leroy, August 11.
tly of Owensboro, and Mr. meet with Miss Gwen Booker
Mrs. Goforth is the former
Lard McGough took place in in September.
Charline Adams, a daughter of
Itimore Friday, August 15.
Mr. and street.
Mrs. Charlie Adams,
Orange marmalade mixed with Franklin
•
•
•
cottage
cheese
makes
a
delicious
iscellaneous
Shower
Mr. and Mrs. Harry S. Hale,
spread for crackers or bread. Try
Recent
Bride
this combination as a salad, too. S. Jefferson street, on the birth
|jr. K T Shanks, the former Serve it on lettuce and garnish of a daughter, Harriet, August
ry Elizabeth Blackburn, of the top with finely chopped pars- 13, at Princeton Hopsital. Mrs.
nceton, was guest of honor at ley. '
Hale is the former Inez Boitnett.
miscellaneous shower Tuesday
If you don't like summer cold
ht, Aug. 12, at the Nurses' drinks diluted by melting, make
Outwood. Hosetsses were ice cubes of the same beverage
L Harry Bolser, Miss May and add them to the drink just
"Style Trends" will be the
Lppel, Miss Marjorie Fooshee before serving.
subject
of the clothing lesson in
Miss Lucille Groves,
Hopkinsville August 28 at 10:00
lefreshments were served to
o'clock. Each Homemakers Club
dames H. L. Taylor, G. B.
may send one clothing leader to
r, Oscar Humnagel, Chesattend this meeting. The lesson
Cook, Jack Westall, Leo
will
be given as the minor proison, Christine Wingo, Florject in September, Miss Wilma
Blum, Scovell Hopkins,
GAS RANGE
Vandiver, home demonstration
line Thompson and Mary
Mi
fiffrcr,
>it«f I. .4
rooi|l,;-n
ming tin
TmTcf tor Msitr,
agent, said.
Lacey; Misses Rosemary
Ut COOKINGI
,
loney, Otilia Goode, Valita
Comaf tic
a Farmersville
pierman, Hanna Harris, Elea"Caring for the Sick" will be
Hasson, Elizabeth White,
the subject of the major lesson
ence A 11 m a n, Pollyanha
of the Farmersville Homemakers Club at its meeting with
tige, Katherine Harper, KathMrs. Luke Ray, August 27, at 2
Mitchell and
Margery
o'clock. This lesson will be given
|rton.
by Mrs. Joyce Ramage, Caldwell
ending gifts were: Mesdames
county health nurse.
Boehmer, Evelyn BrelsMadge Grant, David MilC e d a r Bluff
Julia Martin, Mary Mills,
Cedar Bluff Homemakers met
tgarpt Pettit, Erma 6ale, Haon the lawn of Mrs. Will Henry
[ McChesney, Walter Graham,
Pool for a picnic supper Thursny Thomas; Misses Jansey
day, Aug. 14 at 6:30 o'clock.
thesney, Jeannette McChesPresent were Mr. and Mrs. Aaron
E. Main St.
| Mildred Groom, Myrtle
Cummins, Mr. and Mrs. Buddy
^per, Charlena Thomas, LouBrown and daughter Patricia
Phone 92 — Princeton, Ky.
Ann, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert WilRaibourne, Emma Stafford,
liams and Loyd, Mrs. Ralph
Bosma, Madolyn Vickers,

, A Sfar

Homemakers News

SMITH'S

FURNITURE

Employes

Starts

London's "Big Ten" Snubs Long Skirts

(AP NSWSFSATUHSS)
Stiebel teamed up a lot of and "Moonlight." But the ballet
London — A 'new silhouette, soft English tweets with dark or length skirt for evening ii unnot •, drastically different but bright velveteen or new "cotton popular here, and American
clearly defined is emerging from velvet" blouses. Gray and white women who expect to wear them
the "big ten" London fashion
went with Nile green, a red- to smart restaurants here run
shows. Tentative attempts of the
the risk of being asked to leave
last two years have jelled into flecked black tweed suit had a as they are not considered "evensomething' different, though Lon- black velvet shirt. He shoWed a ing dress."
don houses still shy at extremes, good deal of copper pink, toffeeDinner and evening dresses are
out of sympathy for their cou- beige, weak-tea and orchid-gray either straight and elegant or full
colors.
pon-circumscribed customers.
and romanUe—there is no comSkirts und coats of suits are
There were a few ankle-length promise.
longer, with waists corset-tight, cocktail dresses In the collection,
hips accentuated. Skirts are of but British houses do not go for
In Puerto Rico, only half the
two extremes—pencil slim or ac- these as Americans do. Amies children- of school age are in
cordion pleated.
showed two ankle length evening school and two-thirds of these
Hardy Amies achieves what dresses, one. white with gold get wholly free lunches or benehe calls the "barrel effect'' by spangles, the other black with fit at milk stations, the Departstiffening his jackets with can- blue spangles, entitled "Starlight" ment of Agriculture reports.
vass and padding. Digby Morton
does it with pocket?
Export" clothes are often 13 V4
inches from the floor, but for the
home market most designers
stick to 15 or 16 inches. Only
Norman Hartnell has experimented with mid-calf lengths in
his day clothes.
"I'm having pity on my home
customers who have to wear last
year's coat over this year's suit,"
Mrs. Evelyn Byne (left) is first in line as Miss Carol said Amies.
Day dresse3 are fairly simple,
Constantino (right, foreground) fingerprints employes of
the information division of the Civil Service commission with tiny waists and rounded
hips. Some houses use drapery,
in Washington, (Aug. 18) under the president's new fedmostly to the front, where the
eral worker loyality program. (AP Wirephoto)
skirt fullness is usually concentrated. Hardy Amies uses much
Cummins and Bobbie Joe, Mr. Doris and Shirley Davis.
and Mrs. Andrew Ladd, Bobby
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Reece, diagonal drapery. Many of his
Jean, Bill and Charles, Mrs. De- Yvonne and Stella; Mr. Marion dresses show wraparound lines
WILL ASSIST HOSPITAL FUND
lia Gresham, Mrs. Tula Good- Brown, Miss Dorothy Fergerson, with side fastenings, drapery is
win, Mr. and Mrs. Orvil Bates Mr. Orbie Fergerson, Mr. and pulled up to one side, necklines
and Peggy, Mr. and Mrs. John Mrs. Homer Mitchell; Mr. and often cross over. This house
Choice, Mr. and Mrs. Tully Sirs. Albert Hartigan and Mar- shows many suit blouses in gay
Choice, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. tha Ann; Mr. and Mrs. Claude colors, with the bodice extended
Pool, Sue,
Charles, Joe and McConnell;
Mrs. Ray Martin, to make a huge bow at the neckFrank.
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Crawford line.
and Evelyn; Mrs. Jim Mitchell
Most coats are tightly fitted at
Otter Pond
for
and Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Mit- the waist and fully flared below
Otter Pond Homemakers Club chell.
it. But there are still a few
had a picnic Friday night, Aug.
loose, flowing, swing-back coats,
15, at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Potatoes high in starcn are fa- with huge collars and lapels to
Jimmie Mitchell.
by manufacturers of match the lining. There are a few
Members and visitors present vored
fingertip length coats worn over
were Mrs. E. R. Martin, Mr. and starch and alcohol. Plant breedpencil
slim skirts or suits. Many
ers
of
the
U.
S.
Department
of
Mrs. Robert Earl Martin and
Tickets on sale at Drug Stores, Sula and
Kenny; Mr. and Mrs. Jim Neal, Agriculture have introduced high jackets, worn over dresses, are
J. W., Edward and Ann; Mr. and starch varieties of spuds from buttoned high.
Eliza Natl, Goldnamer's, Arnold's, Federated,
This seems to be a year of
Mrs. Lee Mashburn and Bennie; Europe for crossing with our
P u r d / s and Penney's.
•<
greens. Almost all the houses
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Mash- own varieties.
featured
lime
and
bottle
green.
burn;
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Don't
overlook
dandelion
White; Mr. and Mrs. Moscoe greens for your summer salad Amies had a soft, light mossPerformers must be present at final rehearMitchell, Billie and Donnie; Mr. bowl/ Dandelion greens are easi- green, a quince and many brownand Mrs. Bill Adams, Marie and ly prepared—just wash and ish-yellow greens. H a r t n e l l
sal Thursday night at 7:30 o'clock im order to
Jennifer; Mr. and Mrs. L. B. break into pieces for salads, in showed many purples, electric
be Tn the show Friday night.,
Sims Jr., Richard and Kaye; Mr. which they may be served alone blues and other hard colors.
and Mrs. L. B. Sims, Sr., Miss or mixed with other greens.
There is still a lot of dull orange,
Robbie Sims.
Tie knots in or otherwise mark brick, scarlet and crimson.
Mr. and Mrs. Ferd Wadlington clothes that have stain* before
and Lestter McCaslin; Mr. and putting them in the clothes hamMrs. Osborne Burd, J. D. and per. On wash days the markings
Bobbie Joe; Mrs. Hyland Mitserve as reminders and the stains
chell, Mr. and Mrs. Pete Jonej;
will not be overlooked.
Mrs. Collins Ladd and Jimmifc;
To avoid chipping of enamel
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Brown a:
in enamelware pans, let them
Patricia Ann; Mrs. Pepper Jon<
and Sherrel; Miss Shirley Milll- cool down before pouring cold
can, Mr. Louie Henry, Mr. and water over them.
Pour melted paraffin over the
Mrs. Guy Shoulders and Jacqueline; Mr. and Mrs. George Mar- paint in a partially used can.
tin Jr. and Janice; Mr. and Mrs. When needed again, the paint
Cash Gray and Betty Gene; Miss will be like new.

STYLE SHOW
Friday, Aug. 22

•

i

Butler High Auditorium
7:45 o'clock

i

I

BEAUTIFUL SETTINGS
Smart Fall Fashions

FOR FASHIONS SAKE
DRESSES by...

As Seen in VOGUE

I*

OiuuUuS^
IN W H I S P E R - S O F T

>v

SUEDE

c

Come in soon and see our
Paradise collection . . . destined
to steal your heart—
and

his!

No. 630
Fashion flash... a longer
j a c k e t . . . a fly front
s k i r t . . . a suit-dress by
Martha Manning for a

.J

slimmer, younger you,

I N T O

Cold Coast Rayon

FALL"

W I T H A DIGBY

pj

Gabardine in Medieval
grey, Renoir green,

ORIGINAL

Renaissance blue or

that hugs your head or tilts forward,

DuBarry rose. "Illusion"

A. A tempting derby with beautifully curled feathers, Vefi-^
ing and ribbon trim.'
». A bloused crown with an upward iwina In feather*
a new fall fashion
Iky", look.;

half sizes 14Vi to 20Vi.

$1413
CALF

Princeton Shoe Co.
Princeton,

Kentucky

"Fine

Shoes

Fitted by

X-Ray"

>hone 28

-SWttMiiw**-.

i ' t i H j t t i i M S M ' i '

Qcdchvame/A

'Princeton's Finest Department Store"

V t"

A"
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Reminds Veterans
To Draw Benefits

Frankfort—Veterans of World
War II who were discharged
prior to July 26, 1947, have only
2 years—until July 25, 1949, to
draw Readjustment Allowance
Benefits under the G. I. Bill of
Rights. This reminder was issued today by the Kentucky Unemployment Compensation Commission which administers the
G. I. Bill as it affects unemployment benefits, under contract
with the Federal Veterans Administration.

I
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Veterans discharged after July
25, 1947,' the commission explained, will have two years after
the date of their discharge to
draw these benefits.
The veterans benefit program
provides that no benefits will be
, drawn after the expiration of
five years from July 25, 1947,
which would bring about the termination of all benefits by that
same date in 1952.
However, there is one important exception—veterans who enlisted or re-enlisted between
October 6, 1945, and October 5,
1946, are not affected by the July
25, 1947, war termination ruling.
These veterans will be permitted
to draw benefits, when eligible,
for a two year period following
their discharge, regardless of
what date the discharge may be
effective.
Some historians claim that the
tea Industry in Japan dates back
to 1565.

Foreign Lands Like
Kentucky 4-H Work

Pleasant Grove

(By Miss Nola Wilson)
The nice rain has greatly revived crops and gardens.
Prayer meeting
Wednesday
night had an attendance of 30.
Sunday School had an attendance of 40, Sunbeam Class an attendance of eight, with Mrs. Leslie Ladd, as leader. WMS Thrusday afternoon had six members,
with Mrs. Press Lilly as program
leader. Present were Mesdames
Press Lilly, Gertie Cortner, Hugh
McGowan, Leslie Ladd, Ernsat
Lacey and Miss Nola Wilson.
Tuesday afternoon s e v e r a l
cleaned the church and grounds
for the revival.
Sunday several persons gathered at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Desmond Hensley. A long table
on the shady lawn was heavily
laden with delicious foods, the
occasion being in honor of Mrs.
Honesty Best Policy
Hensley's birthday. Present were
Mr.
and Mrs. Edgar Petty and
For Government
children, Jimmie and Vonda, of
Fairbury, Neb., (AP) — Money
Julien; Mr. and Mrs. Jim Reese
matters between the Beetley
Salvage Co. of Fairbury and the and daughters, Yvonne and StelUnited States Treasury
have la. Mr. Albert Cantrell, of Otter
Pond; Mr. and Mrs. Otho Hen- F A T H E R HELD FOR T A K I N G GRANDCHILDREN —
been set right.
The government straightened sley and daughters, Flora Lee, Violinist Stephen Hero, 33, was booked (Aug. 16) in
things out by writing a check Lula May and Bonell, of Ham- Beverly Hills, Calif., on warrant charging him with stealand dispatching it to the Fair- by's Store.
Mr. and Mrs. William Haile ing his two children from home of his former fatber-inbury firm, which is having the
and
sons, Charles and J. C., of law, pianist-conductor Jose Iturbi. Complaint was signed
negotiable instrument
framed.
It represents a refund on sur- Cross Roads; Edwin Haile, of by Iturbi. Hero and the children, Maria Teresa, 10, (left)
plus Army equipment.
Cross Roads; Miss Dollie Prince, and Marie Antonia, 9, (right) are shown as they posed
The check is for one cent.
of Crofton; Mr. and Mrs. Eton in Hero's home in Forest Hills, N. Y., last June, shortly
Fuller and Chilcften, Shirley and
after he had taken the children. (AP Wirephoto)
The making of wire is one of Ronnie; Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Oden
the most ancient metal-working and son, Hollis; Mr. and Mrs.
Stork Beats 'Goose'
crafts.
Ralph Haile, Miss Nola Wilson, Save That Eagle
Bischofszell,
Switzerland,
(AP)
In Hospital Race
China introduced tea to Japan Mr. James Farris; Misses Verla,
Wanda and Ruby Rea Farris; — The royal eagle should be inabout 600 A. D.
Nassau, B. W. I. — (IP) — A
Mrs. Cleaton Haile and babies, cluded in the list of animals to race between a stork and a
Berylgene and Roger Dean; Mr. be protected in eastern Switzer- "goose" ended here with the
and Mrs. Wallace Oden and chil- land, the Swiss League for Pro- stork making its delivery before
tection of Nature proposed redren, Joe, Jerry and Connie;
the "goose" could land.
cently.
Mr. and Mrs. Lorenso Henseley
The "Goose", a six-passenger
and children, Bettie, Sue and
amphibian of that name operatJerry, Mr. and Mrs. Desmond Bucket Trade
ed by the Bahamas Airways,
Hensley and daughters, ElizaBytom, Poland, (AP) — Ex- Ltd., was rushing Hazel Rolle
beth Ann and Euton.
port of Polish-made buckets to from the tiny outlying island of
Mrs. Zora Wilson has returned Palestine has been initiated Andros to a Nassau hospital. On
from Valparaiso, Ind., where she through the Polish Society of the thirty-minute flight, the
visited her brother, Mr. Dewey Foreign Trade. Proposed transac- stork overtook the plane, delivering Margaret Rolle . Margaret
| Lindsey and family, and her tions involved 45,000 buckets.
Stalker, an English nursing sisbrother, Mr. Claud Lindsey, at
Approximately 3,000 acres of ter, officiated.
Providence.
Capt. Leonard Thompson sumMrs. Herbal Rogers, of Jennie corn and a third of the bdrley
Stuart Hospital, spent Sunday at acreage in Jackson county were med it up: "It was a close race.
destroyed by floods.
Our Goose was fast, but the
I her home here.
stork—probably aided by favorMiss Maurine Rogers, of Jennie Stuart Hospital, spent one and Mrs. Leamon Jewell, of able winds—beat us by a few
day last week at her home here. Dayton, O., have recently visited minutes."
Mr. and«Mrs. Estill Ladd.
Mrs. Leslie Ladd visited her
Miss Elizabeth Hensley has re- Everybody reads The Leader!
aunt, Mrs. Andrew Grubbs, at
cently visited Mr. Otho Hensley
Nashville recently.
and family, of Hamby's Store.
Several from here attended the
Mr. Claud Storms and family,"
baptising at Hawkins Sunday afCome and have a
Mr. Waylon Rogers and Miss
ternoon.
Agnes
Witherspoon
made
a
trip
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Edson, of
good time at the
Detroit, Mich., recently visited to Morristown, Tenn., last week
on
business
pertaining
to
his
car
| her aunt, Mrs. Leslie Ladd.
which was wrecked while on a
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Lindsey,
pleasure trip several weeks ago.
of Providence, Mr. and Mrs. LesEvery one is urged to attend
lie Ladd and sons visited Mrs.
the
revival starting August 18.
Zora Wilson and family Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Lacey
Mr. Reuben Dillingham and
visited Mr. and Mrs. Walter Dilfamily visited Mr. Walter Dillingham near Dawson Springs
at
lingham and family, near DawSunday.
son Springs Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Vonell Mcintosh ORANGE'S OLD STORE
Mrs. Pearl Ladd is feeling betand
baby spent Sunday night
ter after suffering with arthritis.
with Mr. Reuben Dillingham.
For HART SCHOOL
Mr. Cleaton Haile and family
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Aaron
Rogers
have moved to their farm and
Viola Burton, Teacher
and Mr. Oscar Sizemore visited
are building a new residence.
Mr. and Mrs. William Robinson,
Mr. \ Otho Storms is building a
of Carbondale, Sunday.
new residence on his farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Mitchell
Mr. Arch Burgess and family
are occupying their new resi- visited Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Fowler, of Carbondale, Sunday.
dence.
Mrs. Nadine Long, of EvansMrs. Zora Wilson called on
Miss Nola Wilson Suriday night. ville, spent the weekend at her
Miss Bettie Hensley recently home here.
visited Miss Dollie Prince, near
Crofton.
Messrs. Willie Glenn Herndon
and Otho Morris are now employed at Camp Campbell.
Miss Dollie Prince, of Crofton,
is visiting Miss Bettie Hensley.
Mrs. Manie Jewell, Mrs. Walter Overby, of Hopkinsville, Mr.
Korea Is the latest country to
adopt Kentucky 4-H club methods in the organization of farm
youth, J. W. Whitehouse, state
club leader of the UK College of
Agriculture, has been, informed.
The military governor wrote that
Kentucky 4-H literature had
been translated into the Korean
language and that several thousand boys and girls had joined
clubs. He sent a copy of a magazine containing 4-H club pictures.
Other countries asking about
Kentucky 4-H club methods are
Palestine, Brazil and Venezuela.
Kentucky now has over 90,000
farm boys and girls learning
better methods of farming and
homemaking through 4-H club
projects.

Control Of Eel Slippery
Trick, Experts Report

Guerneville, Calif. — (IP) —
There i» a perfectly good river,
named the Eel river, north of
here.
But the Lamprey eel persists
in swimming up the Russian
river to spawn. Then it floats
downstream in a dead or dying
condition, and for two weeks
each summer small boys hereabouts are hired to fish these
expiring eels out of the Russian
river before they float down to
where cash customers of the local resort area are frolicking in
the water.
Resort owners and chambers
of commerce h$ve pointed out
to State Fish and Game people
that it is bad business .for cash
customers to emerge from a
plunge with dying eels draped
about their necks, and cannot
something be done.about Lampreys? At least during the twoweeks spawning season?
Captain Lee Shea of the
game patrol suggests with a
wink that Congress or somebody
might try repealing the natural
laws that govern the migratory
and reproductive habits of Lamprey eels, but he doubts if the
eels would pay any attention.

PRICES

DON'T

P. Derham, ( a y, lt
because ColUp^ble w o o X i
ground." tempted y ^ . M
Melbourne, Australia, (AP) — •and or walk for
W ^ l
Why do more pre-achool age
Australian children today have
Increased use 0 f c j j ^ f
knock-knees than before the other hard sub,Un<t.3
war?
A Po-sibtejaetenorauonj^j]
The medical officer of the Retuftied Soldiers' League, Dr. A. Everybody readsjTh, U < S ,

Knock-Knees Fret
Australian Doctor

F E L T N E A R E N D OF R O W
NOW PRAISES RETONGA
" N o One Could Be More
Thankful Than I For
The Grand Relief Retonga
Brought," She States
"No one can be more thankful
than 1 am for Retonga which
brought me grand relief when
it seemed 1 was near the end
of my row," happily States Mrs.
Annie May Shelly, respected
housewife of 1330 West Marietta
St., N. W., Atlanta, Ga.
"The distress of acid indigestion took away 'my appetite until I just forced down a little
soft foods but even these caused
trouble," continued Mrs. Shelly.
"Gas pains in my stomach were
so severe that sometimes I felt
like I could not get my breath,
I felt high-strung, my muscles
ached all over, and I had to keep

INCLUDE

STOREKEEPING

.;;

J l

iff

f;v k * -; < l f y

French perfumes; no charge accounts;jto deliveries: But that keeps our pricet
down—nothing like that is included in what you pay for our good, sound metchandise. It's all solid value—with nothing added for ftotekeeping fri/lf, And
that makes sense, lo the average American bud get I

Your Fall Suit-Slim and LONGER!
Long Skirts, Jackets...

Big Style Highlights

24.75
Smoother, longer jackets, pencilslim skirts (no more than 14" from
ithe floor)—we've hundreds for you
to choose from! All with soft hip
tucks/ fine shoulder details! BUY
NOW forjhe Jbert_s]i9k&=for eaxljr
Fallt

!

1

<

Softer Detailing/ Fine
Hard-Finish Woolens

Friday Night
Aug. 22

lb > I \

\Then you buy a Printzesa
Mouton coat, you make a sound
investment Printzess furs are tailored
to perfection, mado to give you long
distinctive wear. Elegant very full bell sleeves
on this swagger coat for every occasion.
A strip of fur for your hat and embroidered
three-initial monogram for your coat are
yours at no extra charge. Exclusive with us.
In Beaver or Logwood shades, sizes 10 to 18.

Select your fall coat now—Use our
convenient lay-away plan.

from functional periodic

Cardul U a liquid medicine which
many women say has brought relief
from the cramp-like agony and nervous strain or tuncUonal perlodlo
distress. Here's how l t may help:
Taken like a tonle,
lt should stimulate
appetite, aid dlgestlon.* thus help build r e sistance (or the " t i m e "
to come.
Started 3 days b e fore ' your time", lt
should help relieve
pain due to purely functional perlodlo causes.
T r y Ctrdul. If l t helps, you'll
( l a d you did.
>

1
2

H O ^

Finest Fall Styles »

CARPUI

Girls! Smartly Styled
Get Set for School!

^ j f r 4 t i meet o>w«CTtow«

Your kidneys are constantly Altering
waste matter from the blood stream. But
kidneys sometime* lag in their work—do
not act as Nature intended- (all to remore Impurities that, if reulned. may
poison the system snd upset the whole
body machinery.

1

These Fall suits arc graceful and
slimming, superbly detailed — they
fcoast the:most careful workmanchip. Fine hard-finish lOO^o woolcoverts, gabardines, crepes and
worsteds! Come into Pcniiey 4now
lor. these greatvalues!

paio

Watch Your
Kidneys/

M

29.75

How women and girls
may get wanted relief

Help T h e m ( . l e a n i e t h e B l o o d
of H a r m f u l Body Waste

Lad'® 5 '
ExclusW®^ ^ v

FRILLS

We don't run our, business for the luxury trade. We have no mink' coats, no

Pie and Ice Cream
Supper

p

taking strong laxativw I ^
times thought I could never
Joy food or rest well again.*1
"Retonga gave me grand
li^f after everything else I
had failed. I eat heartily
soundly, and mornings i Tl
refreshed
and ready for
housework. I have regained 2
pounds of needed weight ^
my muscular aches and J j
are relieved along with Z
elimination.
Retonga u
grandest medicine I know abour
Retonga is intended to rel*.
distress due to insufficient floj
of digestive juices in the stogJ
ach, loss of appetite, Vit^mii 1
B-l deficiency and constipate I
Accept no substitute, Reto™,
may be obtained at Daww,
Drug Store—Adv.

Symptoms may be nagging backache,
peraistent headsrhe, attacks of disalneas,
getting up nights, swelling, pufflneee
under the eyee—s feeling of nerToue
anxiety and loss of pep sad strength.
Other signs of kidney or blsdder dieorder are sometimes burning, scanty or
too frequent urination.
There should be no doubt that prompt
treatment le wiser than neglect. Use
Dose's Pills. Dene's hare been winning
new friends for more thsn forty ysars.
They hsTS a nation-wide reputation.
Are recommended by grateful people the
•ountry oyer.

CHILDS' ANKLETS

My suit should attract attention - it

& 33$: pr.

just came from the dry cleaners!"
In all modesty, we must clsim thst our dry cleaning service is
conspicuous for its thoroughness, excellence snd promptness.
So if you'reflounderingaround for reallyfinevalet care for
the family's clothes and home furnishings, we call for snd
deliver; or use our cxtra-economy cash and carry service.

These socks will take a
lot of active, day-in, dayout wear by the younger
f r y ! Of mercerized cotton in cuff top style,—
wide range of colors.
6-IO14.
Printed

Aik tomr mtighSorl

DOAN SPILLS

Special Price

Phone 111

Lunch

COTTON

DRESSES

Growing
girls'
need
quality
cottons
Jike
these! Deep hems, to be
"let out," nicely finished
seams, and pre-shrunk
fabrics. Hundreds of attractive styles! 7-14.

Lots More
$1.98 & $3.98

Smartly tailored style*
with trim Peter Pan 0
open collars. Soft paste"
or white in rayon o r 4
ton, neatly detailed. Lon*
or short sleeves.

Lovely Styles
for $3.98
Women's

Mo-De-Gay*

Percales.

Fine, high-count percales
in florals, stripes checks.
39c

BLOUSES

2.98

2.98

Cloths.

Wonderfully c o l o r f u l
patterns p r i n t e d
on
white cotton ground.
1.98

WOMEN'S

Fall

In all new colors S j
styles—Peter Pan*-c18*
sics, jewel necJchnes.

mmmmmm
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Christianity Put To
Work In A Prison

Ripe Tobacco Cures
Faster, Weighs More

For best curing, burley tobacco
should be cut when the upper
leaves are ripe and show a distinctly yellow color, says Russell A. Hunt, in a new leaflet of
the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home
Economics. Fully ripe tobacco
cures faster, weighs more when
Squirrel holes frequently are
cured, has a higher percentage of found on the east sides of trees.

tiy Horace B. Ward
(AP

.. A»tOO»TIO P*t»«>
j j r t . Aug 16 - T h e State
U ,( Election Commissioners
f "
and adjourned until
j Saturdsy when it e x p e c t s
J v|Si cumpleti I.'turns of

Km»ry election and certify
md Democratic nombotrd, required by laW to
1*14 days after the primary,
' j its meetifif because
l l f r o m Carter.
Carlisle,
( v n Caldwell, Marion and
jj^vunt • Ii.ive not b e e n

Lfl»tary of State Charles K.
said he expects to
liom the six early next
Ljell ssid June L. Suter,
told him he appeared
. ve lost the race for DemoJTnomination for state audi[ , Harry N. Jones, LexingI. 235 votes. Suter obtained
I $>18 by phoning the six
L , whose returns have not
reived here, O'Connell

205 Years
oster Expands
uter. Pa. — (JP) — For
| fust time in its 205-year
MARRIED IN JAPAN—Frank White, former Army lieu> this Eastern Pennsylvania's border lines, plotted by tenant of Somerset, Pa., and his bride, the former Pia
Hamilton, are being Kurusu, daughter of Saburu Kurusu, Japan's envoy to
the U. S. at time of Pearl Harbor, leave American conI industries, led by the Arm- sulate in'Yokohama, after their marriage (Aug. 14) (AP
I Cork Co., have applied for Wirephoto from U. S. Signal Corps Radiophoto)
into the city's jurisabout six rfkonths, and that it
^ and if there are no pro- New Chemical Paint
i within a 30-day waiting
kills roaches that walk on it
Fatal To Roaches
I the industries along with
anytime during that period.
New York, (AP) — Gaston
McCaskey High School
The varnish can be washed off
will merged into the Johnston, an ex GI, of New with water but he says it reI limits.
1 York city, has made a paint that quires hard scrubbing. He rekills roaches.
ports that the varnish contains
[Arcadia Homemakers Club
It is brushed on floors or other a nerve poison that paralyzes
ItCracken county won a first places where roaches appear and cockroaches and does not harm
i of )50 on an exhibit of a dries to a vamish-like hardness. other animals in the concen(•Equipped Sewing Room." Johnston, a chemist, says it lasts tration used for the roaches.
Johnston produced the roach
varnish as a result of an appeal
GooP.il
,
from his sister Mrs. G. Dahlberg, who isSn charge of a nursery at Tucson, Ariz. She had
trouble with roaches and did
not want to use roach poisons
because of risks to the little
ones. She wrote her brother
here, who heads a new chemical
specialty company. He said six
months research produced the
roach killer.

ooo£oo'

Several Boone county homemakers clubs toured points "of
interest in and out of the state
in July.
Frank Adams and J. Hal Claggett of Grayson county are each
Ptpti-Cola Company, Long Island City, N. Y.
ed Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Company brooding 5,000 turkey poults.

You are cordially invited
to attend a

Picnic - Barbecue

NlWSPIATURKI

La Grange, Ky. — The "practical Christianity" of a group of
Louisville churchmen is finding
Its way inside the walls of Kentucky State Reformatory here
and state officials, from the gov^
ernor down to the prison guards,
give it credit for improving Kentucky's efforts to rehabilitate her
erring, sons.
Most of the suggestions to date
by this group of "Christian citizens" have been adopted at the
reformatory, says Warden F. S.
Kie.-en.
The warden, a retired colonel
ot Marines, says these churchmen are helping him and the
stale do a better Job of reforming all the ipmates who are
capable of reformation.
The men Col. Kieren speaks
of are members of the Committee on Institutions of the Louisville Council of Churches.
The' La Grange Reformatory
owns 3,000 acres of land. In past
yet,rs comparatively little use
was made of this farm. The
committee found prisoners from
the Cities working awkwardly in
the' .fields, while inmates from
rural ateas were trying to master
machines in the prison shops.
Richard V. Wood, prisons committee chairman, enlisted Ed
Westerman, a retired farmer, to
head a subcommittee on the best
crops to raise and how.
The farm output in 1946 was
58 percent higher than in 1945.
Similar aid was given reformatory officials in their prisoner
education program. Col. Kieren
points out that a very large proportion of those who enter his
institution have less than a grade
school education. He also finds
that many of his "repeaters"
come back because they are not
trained in any vocation.
The churchmen brought in
another subcommittee, headed
by Dr. W. M. Strickler, director
of the adult education division
of the University of Louisville,
to set up both academic and
vocational courses.
On the morale Side, there are
committees to arrange for motion picture films, other entertainments, books, magazines and
religious services for those who
want them—and many do. The
committee has obtained a chaplain, the Rev. Walter P. Bell,
and the Louisville Council of
Cnurches pays a part of his salary.
And the churchmen's committee remembers the man who
leaves the reformatory and tries
to re-establish himself, ready to
help with temporary shelter,
clothing, loans, fellowship and
jobs.

CHUK-L-ETS

By Dofs

MONGREL S A V E S CHILD—Renne Christy, two, affectionately puts her arm around "Sport", a year-old mongrel dog who shoved the child off railroad tracks at Chadron, Neb. (Aug. 13), seconds before a freight train ground
over the spot where the tvfo were playing. (AP Wirephoto)

$4,000 In District
4-H Fair Premiums

Chilean Gift
To Hamburg Is Bird

Members of 4-H clubs in 53
counties have been «invited to
compete for $4,000 in cash prizes
at the annual 4-H District Fair
at Lexington Aug. 27-28. There
will be classes for livestock, tobacco, corn and other crops,
poultry, potatoes and garden products, canned and baked foods,
clothing and room improvement.
The fair is sponsored by the
Fayette County 4-H Leaders
Council, Fayette county Future
Farmers, the Lexington Board of
Commerce and the Man o' War
Post of the American Legion,
and supported by business and
industrial firms in Kentucky
and Ohio. The Lexington Trot3
Breeders Association donates the
use of its buildipgs and grounds.
There will be no admission
charge.

Valparaiso, Chile — (IP) —
Three big turtles of the Galapagos variety and a • collection of
Chilean birds are on their way to
the war-stricken Hamburg zoo.
They are being sent as a gift
by German Riegel, a resident of
Valparaiso, aboard the Chilean
naval transport "Presidente Errazuriz."

Started in 1931, this fair
been held every year since,
cept during the war, and is
oldest fair of its kind in
United States.

GMI, Spike, yosse ray
sections!"

'YM-MT

DOT'S CAFE & DRIVE-IN
Steaks — Chicken —

Phone 9105

Bar-B-Q

122 Edst Main St.

has
exthe
the

Members of Hart county homemakers clubs have made 1,035
new garments and remodeled or
altered 483 more.
Farmers in Monroe county who
used 0-14-7 fertilizer on their
crops.report good results.

5 A L S 3 U R Y SAL
fall's Hot far
Tint

for

ROTA-CAPS

Off,
Housing—

t Am

Espousing!

South Africans Plan
Cake For Elizabeth

or. Salsbwy's KOTACAM pro v id* ofloctiva

Johannesburg. — (/P) — A
movement has been started here
to supply the ingredients of
Princess Elizabeth's w e d d i n g
cake. The ingredients are more
readily available here than anywhere in the empire. It has been
suggested that the cake be baked here and flown to London for
icing and decorating.
Meanwhile the mayor of Johannesburgh has endorsed a plan
for an empire wide shilling subscription for a wedding present
which is being taken up. here.
The entire backbone of the island of Java is volcanic.

smoker leaves and is less likely
to damage during periods of badcuring weather. Also, ripe tobacco makes better-quality leaf.
However, it the lower leaves are
wasting b«dly because of unusuufy dry or wet weather, and if
priming will not be done, ft may
be better to cut the tobacco be«
fore the top leaves are fully ripe.

worms and IntostimsJ
capillar la worms. Psoforrod S to 1 ovor yiy
othor similar trootmont.

Tues., Aug. 26,1947
Beginning at 10:00

AM.

Located on Highway 93 — 3 miles South of Fredonia — 9 miles North
of Kuttawa.
1 — M o d e l N. John Deere tractor. Equipped with 2-row cultivator, 2disc plow, John Deere 5-ft disc.

Try AVI-TON
Also—for
l a r g o Round
a n d Cecal W o r m *

1 — J o h n Deere 12A, 6-ft. combine with motor.

Wood Drug Store
Phone (11

\

Princeton,

Honoring

Ky.

i

rfi

1 — J o h n Deere 2-row corn planter.
1—Champion grain drill with fertilizer attachment.
1—2%

Owensboro wagon — practically new.

1 — Hay fork carriage and rope.

Ik

J. F. " Johnny"

Graham

One lot of useful hand tools and plows.
2 — Good work mules —

smooth mouth.

40 — Head of Northwestern ewes.
2 — Registered Southdown rams.

Thursday, August 28

8 — Grade beef cows with calves by side.
1—Guernsey milk cow —- giving milk.
1 — J e r s e y milk cow — giving milk.

5:30 P. M.

1 — O . I . C . Sow with 9 pigs.
25 — Head of shoats from 50 to 75 pounds.

Experiment
Plates

One lot of clover and red top baled hay.

Station

Some household and kitchen furniture.

$1.00

1 — 7 - f t . Electrolux refrigerator.
1 —Majestic coal and wood cook stove.
1 — G o o d piano.

Write Caldwell County Farm Bureau, P. O. Box 107 for
Reservation on or before August 23, or see Edwin Lamb.

1

"If you'll let me fill this out for 'US' . . .
*

Sponsored

by

Caldwell County Farm Bureau

I'll promise to let you shop at HOWERTON'S
whenever you choose."

Sam

McwErtcn\

•

.

1—Antique walnut dresser.
Many other items too numerous to mention.
sold farm on account of ill health.

4

Reason of sale — have

TERMS: CASH
•e

C. S. McELROY, Owner
BUCK MORSE, Auctioneer

ii

Thursday, August 21
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Bluegrass Produces
Gains On Heifers

{,

S N A K E DISPLAYED AT CHURCH SERVICES—-Mrs. Ida Harden Kennedy displays
a large rattlesnake during services at the Dolly Pond Church in Birchwood, Tenn.,
(Aug. 10) a few minutes before county police officers arrested six men and three
women at the church on charges of violating a state law prohibiting public handling of
poisonous serpents. Three others submitted to arrest Aug. 11. ( A P Wirephoto)

DDT Kills Flies
A Hopkins county dairy cattle
herd was free of flies in three
days after spraying DDT on one
animal in 30, according to County
Agent J. Stanley Howard. DDT
wa6 tried on nine dairy herds
and one beef herd. When 10 percent of the animals were sprayed in the morning, Howard said
all horn and house flies were
gone by night. Four weeks after
spraying, no flies could be found
in several herds.

One of the unforgettable characters I knew in my younger
years
was a country
doctor
named J. R. Sigler. "Younger"
is right. He was present when I
came into the world in a little
log cabin in a back corner of
Henderson county. When I first
More than 20 tons of ammon- began to notice people of our
Dr. Sigler was
ium nitrate was used this year neighborhood
passing
our
house
every day or
as a side-dressing for corn by
two on horseback on his visits
Boyd county farmers.

Federal Land Bank Farm Loans
Made by the

THREE RIVERS NATIONAL
FARM LOAN ASSOCIATION
Loans run from 10 to 33 years. Payable any amount
any time. (Interest stops the day you pay.)

NO APPLICATION OR APPRAISAL FEES
Write or see

J. D. Alexander, Sec'y-Treas.
Phone 30

Princeton, Kentucky

MORE
farmers pian

DEKALB
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than any other
HYBRID CORN
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OtcUfi Ifwu
from
Ratliff Hardware, Princeton, Ky.
I. R. Akridge, Fredonia, Ky.
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to patients. And even then he
was functioning as a community
leader, though I as a child, as
well as most of the grown-ups,
didn't know it.
Dr. Sigler might be called a
gumshoe community worker. He
made plans all by himself usually, then talked them over
confidentially with influential
villagers and farmers, who for
reasons I never could understand
never blabbed until Sigler gave
the word. And he never gave
the word until he was convinced
that he had a safe majority with
him.
When the minority opened up
it soon realized that a fight was
futile.
Dr. Sigler's biggest achievement was persuading tightfisted
country people to vote a rather
heavy tax on themselves to build
a first-class grade and high
school. He planned the school
himself,
then
spent
several
months winning the voters over
to his idea. My recollection is
that the tax was $1.50 per $100
worth of property, which was
high for those times.
The school was built in 1887.
A school board of Sigler's own
picking elected good teachers.
The school got off to a fine
start, with day pupils coming
from other counties. It became
known almost immediately that
the building was going to be
inadequate, so another room was
added. And during the ensuing
twenty years, Dr. Sigler domin
ated the management, getting
persons of his own choice elected to the board.
Graduates of the Dixie school
becama lawyers, doctors, dentists, successful business men.
After the school was established the community's next greatest need was a church. The
nearest church at that time was
a little one two miles from the
village. Dr. Sigler raised the
necessary funds, designed a new
church and had it built. For a
long time he picked tho preachers, and did a good job naming
them, always keeping himself in
the background, letting others
do the talking when decisions
were to be made.
When, after 20 years in our
village, Dr. Sigler moved to
Corydon, a larger Henderson
county community, Dixie began
to slip. Unfortunately there was
nobody to take his place. In a
comparatively short time three
of our four stores closed. There
was one physician instead of
three, and now there is none.
Some years after Dr. Sigler left,
Dixie's school regained much of
its lost prestige, but it has never
had another Sigler.
I am not offering Dr. Sigler's
unobtrusive leadership
as ar.
example for others to follow. I
am giving you the story for
whatever it is worth.
Everybody

reads

The

An acre of good bluegrass was
found equal in value to 08 bushels of corn In adding gains to
heifers at the Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station, according to the annual report of
the station.
<
The bluegrass produced 2,620
pounds of digestible nutrients to
the acre, as calculated by gains
on the cattle. This was considered equal to 58.2 bushels of corn.
The tests Was made a year
ago, when the season was extra good tor bluegrass. Grass
production was considered about
15 percent above normal.
The experiment, which waa
started in 1936, also compared
continuous grazing of bluegrass
with alternate grazing. No particular advantage was found in
either system.
In another test, the Experiment
Station found korean lespedeza
better than either Kentucky 31
fescue or orchard grass as a summer feed for lambs. Lambs rel- RIGHT SIDE UP AGAIN—Year-old Irene Litterio gets
ished lespedeza better than eith- accustomed to her high chair after an operation for an
er of the other two feeds and ate "upside down" stomach which her doctor said has resulted
twice as much lespedeza as orin her being able to take all food by the mouth. A pediachard grass. In fact they ate
what was condisered a full feed trician at Babies Hospital, N. J. said the child's stomach
and small and large intestines, which had been up in the
when running on lespedeza.
The annual report of the Ex- chest, were restored to normal position in an operation
periment Station contains results at the hospital. ( A P Wirephoto)
obtained in a large number of
feeding test3, including alfalfa, Avoid Canning In
Pullets Get Early Start
bluegrass, corn 6ilage, shelled
Mrs. George Todd of Adair
Pressure
Saucepan
corn, "sweet feeds," distillers' bycounty
told County Agent R. B.
That pressure saucepans should
products, and various grasses
Rankin
that her pullets started
not be used in place of pressure
and legumes.
laying
when
four months old.
cookers or canners for canning,
is the warning of Mrs. Pearl Started Maroh 24, she found eggs
Haak, canning authority at the in their nest6 July 25. She said
UK College of Agriculture and she raised 48 pullets out of 53
For variety in using corn Home Economics. Reporting on sexed chicks started.
freshly gathered from the gar- results of three years of research
den, food specialists from the UK made by home economists in Everybody reads- The Leader!
College of Agriculture and Home Washington, she said pressure
Economics recommend thi3 recipe saucepans at the present time are
for corn casserole.
not equipped with gauges suffiCORN CASSEROLE
ciently accurate for canning.
2 tablespoons butter
Approving the U6e of both the
2 tablespoons flour
pressure saucepan and pressure
1 teaspoon salt •
cooker for their special uses, Mrs.
Vi teaspoon paprika
Haak cautioned housewives to
Vt teaspoon dry mustard
follow directions and not become
1 cup milk
careless in the operation of this
2 eggs
type of equipment. Special rec2 cups uncooked corn
ommendations she made are:
Vi cup green pepper
1. Remain near at hand when
V4 cup bread crumbs
pressure equipment is in use, so
2 tablespoons minced onion
that it isn't'forgotten.
Make a white sauce of the first
2. Be sure sufficient water is
six ingredients. Add beaten eggs,
used to keep the pressure saucecorn, green pepper and onion.
pan or cooker from getting dry,
All Makes
Pour into greased baking dish
thus warping it and making it
and bake in a medium oven, 300
unfit for use.
Service Guaranteed
degrees, for 45 minutes. The last
3. Let the gauge return to zero
15 minutes, cover the top with
before opening the petcock.
PRINCETON
crumbs buttered in 1 tablespoon
LUMBER C O .
of butter.
In Hickman county, 3,300 acres
Menu: Swiss steak, corn casseof row crops were planted on the
S. Seminary St.
role, buttered beets, fruit salad,
Phone 260
contour this year, in contrast
rolls, butter and frozen custard.
with 51 acres four years ago.

Recipe Of Week

Look
RADIO
Repair

Alfalfa 6eeded with brome
grass la6t fall on the farm of W.
D. Kelley in Lawrence county
yielded two tons to the acre at
the first cutting.

TO MAKE YOU*

W
[.•

A satin-smooth walnut blanket
chest, reclaimed from a barn
where lt was used as a tool box,
was one of many pieces of refinished furniture on display In
store windows In Woodford county, following the refinishing project in homemakers clubs. The
blanket chest was refinished by
">.

A

Wad. of th, «
Glens Creek iioini'HmL*
More than 150 piece,T
refinished in the coul 1
Miss Maragret VarT
home agent, Indudini
•11 types, bed., dining
other tables, chest,*,
sugar chests, shavln*
wush stands and "buffets
than 65 braided rug, ate
made by hoijiemakeri.

Head Stock
WANTED
The Kentucky Rendering Works will

on sanitary trucks which are disinfected daily]
W e pick up horses, cows and hogs.

Kentucky Rendering
Phone No. 442-J

Call

Works
Princeton, Kyi

W e pay all phone charges.

Your New Laundry,
General Gillen
being subjected!
bombardme^
any instances, •
lioftening of attit|
•Bilitary preparedni
General Gillem
j equipment eqi
than any othe
Lbould be kept in

and Dry Cleanen
Invite
You To Call

900
For Pick-Up
and Delivery
or make

Wamorcham

\1L
lis

"ONE-STOP"
For Your
Laundry and
Dry-Cleaning.
W e h a v e a n e x p e r i e n c e d c r e w to take carj

of your cleaning needs.

Madisonville St.

How P a s t e u r i z e d M i l k Safeguards
Your Family's Health

HOMiP

5V
12 foot lent

BOILING POINT

YOU'LL FIND IT PAYS.

Pasteurized Milk Is

NOT
BOILED OR COOKED
In Pasteurization the Board of Health
requires that milk be held at 113 degrees for 30 minutes to kill all harmful bacteria found in milk that is not
pasteurized.

rairn,

tome n*w furniture
mafc« a big dlWtr•fic#. PHono flf coma
In today UIMJ
Ilia
coih foe ftioto uid
your oltiir nwtt
You'll Mho our quick,

Open Thursday Afternoons

C O O K I N G COMMENCES"

PASTEURIZATION
1

U.NDULANT
GERMS

KILLED—

FEVER_
KILLED

STREP THROAT"
GERMS

r*
Us-m. " i

160

160

143

143
138

TUBERCULOSIS
GERMS

Leader!

KILLED

Thermometer shows temperatures at
which fatal disease germs are killed
in pasteurization.

The

food and service are definitely
better, and the prices are
certainly no higher." ,
.to.

Me
019 thickness

JUST S K BILL DOLLAR;

when I'm in Louisville.

t

Are
Reai
Wii

Wamorcham!

140
139
133

PASTEURIZATION
SCARLET FEVER -TONSILITIS
GERMS

137

98.6

KILLED

"TYPHOID -- DYSENTRY
GERMS

130

Cayci

\

KILLED

DIPTHERIA
GERMS

KILLED

"BODY TEMPERATURE.

Germs mul-

tiply rapidly in unpasteurized milk.
32

-FREEZING

Sepl

"To be sure I stay at the Brown

' j •

pi(

up your dead stock promptly, free of charge (

A MARK Of PRAWC,

•

I-

C

Reclaimed Tool Box
Now Holds Blankets

Pasteurized milk is not boiled or cooked. It is scientifically heated to a temperature of 143 degrees Fahrenheit, according to State Board of Health regulations, and kept at this temperature for 30 minutes. This destroys all harmful bacteria and does not affect the taste.
The illustrative thermometer chart (above) shows the pasteurizing temperature and the particular temperatures at which harmful and deadly germs are killed. Maintenance of this 143 degree temperature is necessary to permanently obliterate the germs.

INSIST ON THIS PROTECTION IN THE
MILK YOU FEED YOUR F A M I L Y !

Princeton Cream & Butter Co.
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•vers Sees No
inflict Very Soon

Farmers' Prices
Still Refnain Low

Campbell, Aug. 18—</P)
Jacob L. Devera, coming general of
Army
nd forces, said today he did
think America is facing ani' war in the near future,
It re for the opening of the
mer training camp of the
nessee National Guards, GenDevers, in an interview
•eding a public address, said:
am not one who believes
America is facing another
in the near future, but I do
eve we should use this perto revamp our forces and be
y for any emergency."
>vers, in his address, advoA realistic military training
Ich will appeal to young men
hold their interest
mories, he said, should be
K open seven days a week
guardsmen should be given
3ugh training in the use of

"Farmers now-a-day get a lot
of cussing for prices being paid
for grocery items. It is erroneous
to think farmers get all or even
the greater portion of these
prices," says a statement issued
recently by J. E. Stanford, executive secretary of the Kentucky
Farm Bureau Federation.

mp

ieral

equipment

lv such training will fit
ji for service in case of emerty, the general said, adding
National Guard equipment
would be no a par with
of other national defense

DEEP SEA DIVER GETS AID FROM NAVY—Jack Fonner, 28, deep sea diver, sits in decompression chamber
aboard submarine tender Pelias in Vallejo, Calif., (Aug.
16) after being flown from San Luis Odispo, Calif., by
Army Air Forces, for treatment for the "bends." Navy
doctor Lt. ( j g ) William Scott, sits beside the man, who
was stricken while alone fishing. Fonner, the Navy said,
must spend 38 hours in the chamber. (AP Wirephoto)

fober speakers included Lt.
A. C. Gillen, Jr., command| general of the Third Army, emergency.
General Gillem arrived here by
Governor Jim McCord of
plane from Atlanta shortly belessee.
ineral Gillen said America fore noon and was greeted by
eing subjected to a propa- Adj. Gen. Hilton Butler of Ten[a bombardment which, in nessee.
y instances, is causing a
sning of attityude6 toward
When using sour milk and bakary preparedness,
ing soda in place of sweet milk
eneral Gillem said America in a recipe, add the baking soda
[ equipment equal to oi bet- to the dry ingredients. If it is
[than any other nation and added directly to the milk, the
ild be kept in shape for any gas needed for leavening escapes.

to take c

a
im
ids

Are Your Buildings
Ready for Fall and
Winter Weather?

We Have
Metal Roofing
5V Aluminum Sheet
1019 thickness

(approx. 25 ga.)

in 6, 8, 10, 11 and

[12 foot lengths,

$10.00 per sq.
lealth
13 df
[harmis not

In Hopkinsville It's

Cayce-Yost Company
(Incorporated)

"Of course, the raw material
producer always gets blamed for
high prlpes. Everybody blames
the fellow he bought from, and
the farmer is at the end of the
line," Stanford said.
"Let's look at some figures.
"This , past week cattle sold
through a Kentucky terminal
stockyard for an average of about
20 cents a pound. Only a few
brought the top price of 30 cents.
There was a predominance of
cows which brought only 14 to
16 cents.
"At the same time in a Louisville super market round and
sirloin steaks priced at 83 cents
a pound, chuck roasts 59 cents
and hamburger at 45 cents.
"In examining these figures it

Senior Scout Event
At Butler State Park

In Black Market
Berlin — (VP) — Police raids
against blackmarketers now extend to Berlin schools, where
children have been found who
do a thriving business in cigarets, candies and other articles.
The police department's juvenile section reported that a recent raid at a high school caught
a group of children in possession of $1,700 which they admitted obtaining through blackmariret operations.
during the last five years before
the war (1935-39); however, the
consumer 14 eating more and
better food than before the war
therefore is getting more for the
23 centa of the income spent for
food than during the 1935-39 period. The consumer is eating
eggs, meat and ice cream and
drinking milk at the greatest
rate in history.
"Those who erroneously place
the lion's share of the blamy for
high prices on the farmers'
shoulders should remember that
this is just about the first time
since World War I that the
farmers' products have had a fair
exchange value for the things
ihe buys."

There are two times when I want my insurant®
agent nearby and neighborly

1. When I buy my insurance and need somebody who can size up my needs and prescribe

Under Halter
Best saddle mare and horse or filly colt by side . . .

to

fit

my

needs perfectly! —
2. When I have a claim — am in trouble —

and need a friend to help me out.

Be Wisel — Buy Insurance Locally.

JOHN
E. YOUNG
INSURANCE AGENCY
Phone 25

S. Harrison St.

Try Leader Classified Ads —

They get results!

»

fI

J|

A cooling summer dessert
that's simple to prepare: Fill centers of cantaloupe halves with
scoops of ice cream, top the ice
cream with spoonfuls of jam.
Pineapple, apricot or plum jam
are very good, but you can make
your choice.
Safe procedures for processing
many popular vegetables, beef,
pork, and chicken have been developed by the Bureau of Human
Nutrition and Home Economics.
In these methods, home-type
steam-pressure canera are used
under home conditions.

# Everybody and his left-handed nephew wants to save.
But it has to be made easier than rolling off logs before most of m
wilL
Than why buying U. S. Savings Bond* has been such a sure-fire
method of saving for millions of people.
What an In-vMt-mentl
First—U. S. Savings Bonds are backed by the credit of the United
States. Nothing's safer.
Second—they'reflexibleas a double-jointed eel. Suppose next year
you need a spot of lump cash. You can get it fasti
Third—they pay interest that's got an awful lot of fellows who own
•ilk hats buying them. You get four dollars out of every three put in,
after only 10 years.
H«re'» WHY It's Easy!
Nothing'! really hard that you can reduce to a system . . . that you

can malre a habit. And there are not on^ bat two systems for buying
U. S. Savings Bonds. Both aimed to make you save regularly, automatically, so you hardly miss the money. Both aimed to help yoa
avoid your (and everybody dae'a) weakness foe spending money because you have it in your pocket or purse.
NUM8U 1—The Payroll Savings Plan. Old Faithful! Saved billions
for millions!
MUMBEfi 2—The Bond-a-month Plan. For people Who arent on a rego^
lar payroll but who have checking accounts. I f • new aod
wonderful—your banker will give you the dope.
With either plan, you invest regularly and automatically .' '. with
either plan, you keep piling up those good U. S. Savings Bonds
against the day when they'll come in really handy.
If you haven't already, latch on to one plan or the other. Tea yean
from now youH be awful clad you did.

Sm the easy, automatic way-with. U.S. Savingsi Bonds
This advertisement sponsored by:

1 to 4 P.M.
1st
$10.00

2nd

GOLDNAMER'S

3rd 4th

$ 5.00 $ 2.50 R

Best saddle horse or filly, 1 year and under

10.00

5.00

2.50

R

Best saddle horse or filly, 2 yr. and under 3

10.00

5.00

2.50

R

10.00

5.00

2.50 R

20.00

10.00

7.50 R

10.00

7.50

5.00 R

15.00

7.50

5.00 R

15.00

7.50

5.00 R

20.00

15.00

10.00 R

10.00

R

R

BODENHAMER'S
SULA AND ELIZA NALL *
PRINCETON CREAM AND BUTTER CO.
ROWLAND MOTOR CO.

R

* *jjflMWtWjlbtir

*
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Monday Afternoon
-

insurance

••

inol-

September 1, 1947

tailor-made

Scout officials met at the park
yesterday to plan the details of
the event—known as the Senior
Scout Adventure—which will include air scouts, explorer scouts
and members of mixed senior
scout outfits.
Some of the air scouts expect
to arrive by plane, according to
A. C. Gaskin, scout executive of
the Louisville area council, which
is acting as host for the event.
Units at Cincinnati, Dayton and
Urbana, O., already have planned flights.
Gaskin 6aid sea scouts will attend in small craft on the Ohio
river from Louisville and from
Parkersburg and Wheeling, W.
Va. Most of the others will travel by trucks and cars, he said.
Events during the three days
will include an air show and
glider demonstrations for the
air scouts, sailing, rowing and
swimming events for the sea
scouts, and demonstrations of
campcraft, axemanship, cooking
and other outdoor skills by the
explorers.
Governors Simeon Willis of
Kentucky, Thomas J. Herbert of
Ohio and Clarence W. Meadows
of West Virginia are expected to
head the list of distinguished
guests attending the "adventure."

Caldwell County Jfo^ie Sluuu
jilk.

—

here are "easier things

Carrollton, Aug. 18 — (/P) —
In the first event of its kind in
the nation, 1,000 members of
senior units of the Boy Scouts
of America from Kentucky, Ohio,
West Virginia and parts of Virginit and Tennessee, will meet at
Butler State Park here Aug.
28-30.

Halter Ring

143 de*
riper*

must be recognized that only
about half of the total weight
of cattle goes into marketable
meat; however, all of tha balance la uaually put into some
kind of foods that ia later sold.
"Another example is that current receipt eggs are sold to
consumers in Louisville for 65
cents a dozen, while in Wayne
county Kentucky, for example,
farmers receive only 25 cents a
dozen.
A report from New York shows
that New York City housewives
paid 20 cents a pound for tomatoes the last week in July and
that the same tomatoes brought
New Jersey farmers less than 3
cents a pound. The wool in a
$50 suit of clothes brings the
farmer no more than $3.
"It is true that top prices being received by farmers for
livestock are very good, but it
Is erroneous to think that livestock farmers are getting rich
on these prices. They still have
exceedingly high labor, feed and
other costs to pay just like any
other business.
"The American housewife is
spending 23 percent of the family income for food today which
is exactly what she was spending

Poa« Eleven

•

•

m
Bfi
• •

Pag© Twelve*

;

Committees Named
For Methodist
Special Service

Iff

"Go-To-Church-Sunday"
Will Be Celebrated
September 7 At Ogden
Memorial Church

In an effort to make Metho
dist-Go-To-Church-Sunday, September 7, the greatest day in
the history of the local Ogden
Memorial
Methodist
Church,
members of the official board,
who are sponsoring the day's
program,
have announced the
following committees which will
arrange the publicity and plans
for the service.

B •

Church Service Committee:
J. A. Creasey, Dr. C. H. Jaggers,
J. D. Alexander and Dr. Ralph
Cash.
Other Speaking Committees
and organizations they will address: Circle I, Dr. B. L. Keeney;
Cirrle II, T. L. Amos; Pipers,
Millard Cummins; Men's Club,
R. S. Sneed; Men's Bible Class,
K. R. Cummins; Other Sunday
School Classes, Harry Long, J.
D. Alexander, Mrs. Fred Pickering, George Martin, Jr; Kiwanis
Club, R. S. Gregory; Elks' Club,
. Hillery Barnett;
Rotary Club,
B. N. Lusby; Masonic Club, E.
B. Chandler; Jr. C. C., Hdward
York.
Music Committee: Mrs. George
Pfcttit, Mrs. Cooper Crider, Harry Long, L. P. Hopper and E
B. Chandler. A. Using both
Church Adult Choir and Young
Women's Choir together
(rehearsing on Wednesday, Sept. 3,
8:15 p.m.) B. Using Youth Angelus Choir
(rehearsing Friday,
Sept. 5, 7:30 p.m.) C. Using Children's Vested Chorus (rehearsing
Friday, Sept. 5, 3 p.m.)
Youth Choir Committee: Geo.
Webb, Jeanette Talley, Nancy
Cardin and Virginia Bowie Satterfield.
Children's Chorus Committee:
Mrs. J. Lester McGee and teachers in children's division.

CLASSIFIED ADS

Suit Filed To Block
Constitution Vote
Frankfort, Ky., Aug. 20 — Cff^
— Suit #to block popular voting
on the calling at a convention
to revise Kentucky's constitution
has been filed in Franklin circuit court by Noel Gaines,
Frankfort, an anti-conventionist.
The suit asked that the 1B44
and 1046 acts providing for a
vote on the question be declared
unconstitutional. It also statod
that advertising of amendments
to the Constitution must be done
at least 90 days before voting
and that the secretary of state
be prohibited from sending out
notices on the convention question because election day, November 4, is less than 90 days
away.
Gaines' petition contended the
1944 and 1946 acte are unconstl?
tutional because their titles are
defective and their texts are different.
Church Decoratiohs and Flowers Committee: Mrs. G. G. Harralson, Mrs. S. K. Koltinsky, Mrs.
Fred Pickering, Mrs. J. W. Griffith and Mrs. Leslie Cash.
Resolutions Committee: Dr. W.
L. Cash, Chairman.
Further Planning Committee:
Officers of all church organizations and classes.
Children's Division Publicity
Committee: Superintendent and
teachers in children's division.
Youth Publicity Committee:
Superintendents and teachers ih
youth division.
Newspaper and Theater Committee Chairman: Merle Drain
and Grayson Harralson.
Letter and Card Committee
Chairman, Mrs. Dudley Smith.
Poster Committee Chairman,
Mrs. L. H. Lowry.
|Special Reception and Ushers
Committee: Millard Cummins, E.
L. Sharp, J. W. Griffith and
Frank Webb.
,
School Committee Chairman,
J. Lester McGee.

FOR SALE: 3 dwdling houses
and 2 stock barner To be torn
down and moved. One set of
buildings 2 miles east of Claxton, Ky., and one set of buildings 4 miles east of Claxtpn.
For more information see Mr.
Travi» Eli, Dawson Springs,
Ky., Rt. 3, 2 mi. north of Cross
Roads Church.
2tp
FOR SALE: Kohler and Campbell piano; good condition;
price $100. Gill Parrish, Fredonia, Ky.
2tc
SONETTES
Moisture proof.
FOR SALE: 1946 Ford
senger coupe; radio,
spotlight, fog lights;
rings. Highest offer.
Hopper. Phone 694-J,
Princeton.
W E E V A N D A L S ' WORK—Detectives E. J. Schmidt (left)
and Herbert Gousha look over the wrecked kitchen of a
Louisville, Ky., home (Aug. 18), in which Norma, nine,
and Charlotte Eppenheimer, eight, sisters, said they were
" j u s t playing." The home is that of a neighbor who often
fed the girls cookies. The sisters are being held for a
juvenile court investigation. (AP Wirephoto)

Burley Committee
To Meet Sept. 15
On Opening Date

Mt. Sterling, Aug. 20 — (fl1) —
A Burley tobacco sales committee will meet in Lexington Sept.
15, to consider a date for opening the 1947-48 auctions.
Albert G. Clay, Mt. Sterling,
president of the Burley Auction
Warehouse Association, which
has recommended Nov. 17 as the
opening date, announced the
membership of the committee,
which will set the date.
Clay also named a thr^ man
subcommittee to investigate the
Dust on a light bulb can cut earliest time buyers and governits efficiency by as much as 20 ment graders will be available
percent.
for Burley auctions, which in the
past usually opened the first
week in December. The subcommittee will report to the main
group Sept 15.
The main committee, headed
by Clay as chairman, a l s o
includes Beckham Stivers, Lexington, and J. C. Dean, Knoxville, Tenn., representing warehouse interests; E. J. Cline of the
Federal Tobacco Inspection Service, Lexington, representing the
government; Harry W. Love,
Ashville, N. C., secretary-treasurer of the Carolina Tobacco
• ALFALFA
Corp., John W. Jones, North
Middletown, president of the
• TIMOTHY
Burley Tobacco Growers Cooperation Association, and J. F. Por• VETCH
v
ter, Columbia, Tenn., president
of the Tennessee Burley Tobacco
• RED TOP
Growers Association, representing growers, and Alex Parker,
• BLUE G R A S S
Maysville, president of the Burley Leaf Tobacco Dealers Asso• CRIMSON CLOVER
ciation, representing buyers.
T h e subcommittee includes
• BALBOA RYE
Cline, Stivers and W. L. Staton,
Lexington, secretary of the BurRECEIVED — CARLOAD FERTILIZER
ley Growers Cooperative.
An association statement term4-12-4
2-12-6
ed a November opening "both
feasible and desirable." However,
it stated the issue is complicated
this year by the lateness of both
flue-cured and Burley crops.
Growth of the 1947 Burley
crop has been retarded generalTelephone 321
ly over Kentucky, chiefly by wet
weather, according to Russell
Hunt, University of Kentucky

NOW
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BUY

JUST
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Eldred Hardware Co,

ltc
5-pasheater,
chrome
R. V.
RR 1,
ltp

FOR SALE: Hay fork and track.
Marvin Davis' Store, Otter
Pond.
ltp
FOR SALE: Frigidaire; good as
new; one 1% ton Ford truck;
good tires and in good running condition. Will sell reasonable.
See or call Harry
Johnson, South Jefferson St.,
Phone 579.
ltp

Dade Memorial Handicap
FOR SALE: Table-top oil stove;
To Be Run Sat., Aug. 23
five-burner. 208 Dawson Road.

92-Year-Old Teacher
Is Still On Job

Allan Watson To
Train At Ft. Knox
Allan C. Watson, University
of Kentucky student, recently
commissioned as second lleutenunt in the Army Infantry Reserves at Ft. Meade, Md.( has
reported for SO days of active
duty training at the Third Army
Division, Ft. Knox, Col. G. T.
MacKenzie, head of the UK Department off Military Sfcience,
announced this week.

Princeton Regulars Defeat
Hardin In Double-Header

Chattanooga, Tenn., (AP) —
Miss Yula Beatty s*ys « h e ' n b e
right back on her teaching job
when school
Ala.,

GIRLS H E R E A R E
REAL DATE GETTERS

^
^

rir
ia[Enfri|
iminafe,
low Sept:

SMITH'S

FUKNITURE

For Sale!

two thousand dollars worth of poultry houses
and equipment.
0

One acre and 1 Vi miles out on highway 62; 1rooms and bath.
Also a going business on West Main street; business house and dwelling combined; grocery and
filling station and auto supplies.
Nice home on East Green St.; modern in every
way. For further information, see or call

C . A . Woodall
Insurance and Real Estate
Phone 54

Princeton, Ky.

G E O R G I A PEACHES,
Sunshine Brand, halves or sliced,
in heavy syrup, case 24's $5.75
29 oz. can
25£

CALIFORNIA PEACHES,

VAN CAMP

SUNSHINE KRISPY

halves or sliced, heavy syrup,
case 24's $6.69, 29 oz. can 29<t

12 k

PORK & BEANS 16 oz. can

CRACKERS

1 lb. pkg

LIPTON

CRACKERS

TEA

1 lb. pkg

.$1.99
jar 19T

Alt
oz. can(t
32 oz. jar Iff
33*
I I V 2 oz. pkg.
4 oz. pkg

POTTED, PURE

MOTOR OIL qt. 17!/2?:, doz

MEAT

DILL SNAX

KOSHER DILL, Garden City Brand

PICKLES

_

24 oz.

PICKLES

STOKELY PARTY, TINY

COCOANUT CREME

PEAS

CAKES

17 oz. can

HOT W E A T H E R
POPPED

CHEERIOATS

7 oz. pkg.

CEREALS
CORN

4 A j

WHEAT 8 oz. cellophane pkg.

7 oz. pkg. ft

KIX

lUf
4n .

CORN

IZf

TOASTIES

SIIREDED

11 oz. pkg.
j l

RALSTON

Milk Prices

12 oz. pkg.

,

I AC

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
WHITE CALIFORNIA

POTATOES

A Cent A Quart,

"\f\

10 lbs.

GOLDEN RIPE

BANANAS

Effective Saturday, Aug. 16.

,b.

39f

12k

WEEKEND
LOIN OR ROUND

STEAKS

Princeton Cream and
Butter Company

ib.

CHUCK

ROAST

lb.

POLLY EADES, LARGE SIZE

APPLES

59C
39*

lb.

JUICY & SWEET

ORANGES

MEAT

CHOICE

Phone 161

on

Princeton came out of a double-header unscathed at Hardin
Sunday,
First game:
R H E
Princeton
110 700 0—9 8 1
Hardin
004 000 3—7 9 2
Rogers, Pickens and Morgan;
Weaks, Willoughby and Carlisle.
Second game:
R H E
Princeton
000 000 3—3 7 0 Livestock Market
RONDO T . * b f c
Hardin
000 000 0—0 3 1
Smart and new irwn every vie*.;',
Sales on the Princeton LivemJUw4o»cd perform*,, feel l
Pickens and Morgan; Willough- stock Market Monday were 25
and hear Mm effective pie** y l
by and Carlisle.
cents higher than last week, it
AC-DC.
was reported
by Brad Lacy,
manager. Total head sold was
Masonic Meetings
Clinton Lodge No. 82 will hold 884. Baby beeves topped at $24;
a called meeting 7:30 Thursday No. 1 veals, $22.50; and hogs,
evening, August 21st. 1947, to $26.75.
confer the degree of a Master
E. Main St.
Mason. ,
Lillian
D.
Walsh,
American
soPhone 92 — Princeton, |j,
On the evening
of August
26th., 19-47, Clinton Lodge No. 82 cial worker, was the mother of
will be host for District Meeting a plan for public health nursing.
of the Lodges of District No. 3.
The Grand Master and other
Grand Lodge officers will be
present. Barbecue supper will be
served at 7 P.M. by the ladies
of the O.E.S. The lodge meeting
will fallow the supper; All Masons are invited to attend this
meeting.
Earl Adams, D.D.G.M.
One eight-acre tract two miles out on Marion
E. B. Vinson, Jr., Master.
highway; 7-room and bath — stoker furnace;
ltc

SUNSHINE III HO

We have Increased
i

1809

116 Sheets p k g . 5 c , 6 for 2!>c

The Farmers Are Now Paying,

!

years

H I

CLEANSING TISSUES

Of Dairy Feed

• i f <m 1

Coaling,

her 92

As early u
Visiting here, Miss Beatty »»ld
she would teach the bible once wen, carrying
more to the youngest at Coaling
High School. She has taught
more than 70 years.
Miss Beatty, who says she has
no retirement plans, said she
had found just one flaw In
teaching—
"I've always wanted to have
just one grade to teach, just to
see what I could do with the
students. But that has never
been possible for me. Even when
I was principal of my school I
had more than one grade."

One of the feature attractions
Phone 827-J.
ltp
during the annual summer meetNEW
American
Saw
Mills,
roling of the Dade Park Jockey
ler bearing equiped, fast, acclub is scheduled for Saturday,
curate and economical. LimitAug. 23. This is the A. B. Dade
ed number available at new
Memorial Handicap, which is for
low factory prices. Also conthree-year-olds and upward and
veyors, saws, edgers and mill
will be contested over six furparts. K. W. Buchanan, Reprelongs. The race was named in
sentative, Madisonville, Ky.
memory of the late A. B. Dade,
Phone 3304 Hanson.
2tp
a native of Henderson, and for
whom Dade Park was named. FOR SALE: Six-room house;
Mr. Dade was a nationally known
506 Maple Ave. Phone 726-W.
starter of thoroughbreds and
2tp
was well known throughout the
Notice
COMPLETE lubrication, washhorse racing industry.
On August 29, 1947, at 7:00
ing, polishing and simonizing o'clock P.M. we will offer for
of cars and trucks. Mitchell sale the entire stock of mer3,000 Veterinarians
Implement Co. Phone 242. ltc chandise belonging to the busiTo Have Blood Tested
FOR THE FINEST of monu- ness of Edwin B. McElfatrick
Cincinnati, Aug. 20 — [JP) —
ments, it will pay you to see at the corner of Main & JefferAn estimated 3,000 members of
Rev. Rodolph Lane, 320 Daw- son streets, which consists of a
the American Veterinary Medi- r son Road, one mile from line of clothing for men and
cal Association will submit to
courthouse. Representing The boys. Merchandise included in
Calloway Monument Co.
4tp this line consists of many staple
blood tests during their annual
articles which are of good value.
convention here this week to deEXPERT watch repairing, seven- The entire stock is to be sold at
termine if any are carriers of
day service, crystals fitted public auction to the highest
brucellosis, a cattle disease which
while-U-wait — Winstead Jew- bidder. There will also be sold
produces undulant fever in hulers.
tfc 1 show case, 1 table and a few
mans.
other minor articles of equipU. S. Public Health Service PIANOS — HIGH QUALITY — ment. Anyone wishing to inLOW PRICE. FREE delivery. spect this stock may do so durtechnicians will make the tests.
Dye Piano Co., 409 S. Main, ing business hours any day beHopkinsville, Ky.
25tp fore that time.
Claude Young of Bath county
harvested five acres of Ky. 31 EASY GASOLINE WASHERS,
Farmers National Bank,
fescue, selling all the seed loimmediate delivery. Mitchell
Princeton, Kentucky, '
cally.
Implement Co. Phone 242. tfc
Attorney-in-Fact for
Edwin B. McElfatrick
tobacco specialist. The
crop NOTICE: For heavy hauling
2t—Aug. 28
might not be housed entirely unanywhere, anytime, call H. C.
Russell. Phone 64.
tfc
til Oct. 1.
Gum is soft and dusty and on
The 1947 crop in the entire
the south side of coniferous
MONUMENTS: John Davis and
Burley belt is estimated by the
trees.
Son. Phone 96.
tfc
federal government at 508,000,000 pounds, or about 17 percent PAINT REDUCED—RED SPOT
below the record 1946 crop of
first quality outside white
approximately 614,000,000 pounds.
house paint NOW $4.75 per
4tc
Kentucky's crop this year is ex- , gal. — JOINER'S.
pected
to t o t a l
349,600,000
Everybody reads The Leader!
pounds.

Due To The High Costs

;

begins in

next fall —

Bern, Switzerland, (AP,
Swi»s postman „ '
^
The red. J .
has lifted the s m o ^ t H
postal employ.,,
* 7 «
those employed at c o i ' *
busy postoffices,
M

notwithstanding.

2000 MILE GUARANTEE

I1

Postmen Smoke Ud

SPECIALS
VEAL

LOIN

CHOPS
SHOULDER

CHOPS

lb.

,»
Ib.

Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily W S O N Henderson, Ky. 9 A.M.

Princeton Shoe Co.
W e have the latest «tyles in Fall Footwear.

Red Front Stores
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

wmmmmm—mmmm^mmm—^^—m^—mm^
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